
THIS IS ABOUT AN ORGANIZED CRIME CASE, THAT WE 
EXPERIENCED, WHERE FAMOUS POLITICIANS 
PARTNERED WITH CORRUPT CRONY-CAPITALIST 
SILICON VALLEY TECH MOBSTERS TO DO THESE 
CRIMES! 

EVEN THOUGH WE REPORTED THIS (WITH FBI-CLASS 
EVIDENCE) TO EVERY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, 
THESE MOBSTERS (GOOGLE, TESLA, FACEBOOK, 
LINKEDIN, NETFLIX, KLEINER, ETC.)  ARE PAYING 
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF POLITICAL BRIBES (...VIA 
CASH, REAL ESTATE, SEX, PACS, SEARCH ENGINE 
RIGGING, JOBS, SERVICES, CAMPAIGN FUNDS, STOCK 
MARKET MANIPULATIONS, ETC.)TO DELAY JUSTICE 
AND BLOCKADE OUR, AND YOUR, RIGHTS!

HUNDREDS OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS, AT FAMOUS GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND DOZENS 
OF SOCIOPATH BILLIONAIRES ARE PROFITEERING IN THESE CRIMES. THEY ARE 
BLOCKING OUR REQUESTS FOR JUSTICE. THEY ARE RUNNING FELONY COVER-UPS TO 
PROTECT THEIR SINISTER DARK MONEY SCAMS. THE PUBLIC IS SICK AND TIRED OF 
THEIR CRIMINAL CORRUPTION.

EVERY CROOK IN THE SILICON VALLEY CRIME CARTEL, AND THEIR DIRTY SENATORS, 
HAVE NOW BEEN REVEALED IN PUBLIC DOSSIERS. ATTACHED TO THIS SITE YOU WILL 
FIND MILLIONS OF PAGES OF EVIDENCE FROM FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS AND TOP 
REPORTERS PROVING EACH ASSERTION HEREIN.

----------------------------------



THESE FELONY CRIMES AFFECT EVERY CITIZEN IN
THE NATION. 

THE PUBLIC MUST DEMAND NEW LAWS TO MAKE BRIBERY VIA STOCK MARKET 
SECURITIES AND 'REVOLVING DOORS' HAVE A MANDATORY AND SEVERE PRISON 
SENTENCE WITH NO MORE LOOP-HOLES FOR POLITICIANS! 

THESE TECH OLIGARCHS AND DIRTY SENATORS NEED TO BE ARRESTED BY THE FBI 
AND BY CITIZEN ARREST! NONE OF THESE SCUM-BAGS SHOULD EVER BE ALLOWED 
TO BE "WHITE HOUSE ADVISORS" AGAIN!

-------------------------------------------------------------------

OUR PERSONAL DEMAND TO THE PRESIDENT, THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE FBI DIRECTOR, THE

INSPECTOR GENERAL AND CONGRESS:

"...WE DEMAND PAYMENT FROM THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AND THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA FOR OUR DAMAGES, FEES, BACK-PAY AND STATE-CAUSED LOSSES FROM 
THIS POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND THE RELATED COVER-UPS AND PROVEN HIT-JOBS 
THAT GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS OPERATED. POLITICIANS DEFRAUDED US OUT OF OUR 
LIFE SAVINGS THROUGH THEIR ORGANIZED CRIME SCAMS USING GOVERNMENT 
RESOURCES. 

Financial investigator Jim Mintz, GAO and FBI forensic analysts and hundreds of others have proven 
that Senators and White House bosses gave their friends Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, 
Elon Musk and their other political financiers over $45 BILLION dollars of free taxpayer-funded cash. 
The politicians owned profits in those oligarch's companies and put over $200M of dirty profits in their
covert family bank accounts. Those politicians (ie; Feinstein, Harris, Reid, Pelosi, etc.) cut off our 
funds, benefits and human rights, and ran media attacks on us (we are the competitors of those 
oligarchs), to protect their corrupt profiteering scams. Their companies had crappier products, that 
killed or abused more Americans, that cost more, that avoided giving Americans jobs, that had racist 
and sex abusing cultures and that relied on payola and quid-pro-quo...they got the money because they 
paid bribes and for no other reason... "

Every politician who was supposed to be helping us was an owner of our competitors, having sex with 
our competitors, running a Dark Money payola scam with our competitors and attacking us using 
taxpayer money. Their leaked emails and financial records prove it!



The Victims were specifically and illegally excluded from participation in funding, benefits, jobs and 
income by major political figures, including U.S. Senators and White House executives who they knew,
and those politician's corrupt Silicon Valley oligarch financiers. The tech Cartel and politicians attacked
the victims because they would not cooperate with the crooked: sex trafficking, tax evasion, off-shore 
money laundering, political bribery quid-pro-quo, revolving door payola scams, foreign nation-
sponsored domestic manipulations, stock market rigging, internet censorship and search engine 
manipulation and other crimes. They attacked the victims because they reported the crimes to federal 
police. They attacked the victims because their products obsoleted the products the Senators owned the 
stock of (ie: Tesla, Google, Facebook, Netflix are covertly owned by California politicians). They 
attacked the victims using taxpayer-funded state resources. That is a felony violation of the law. The 
ongoing cover-up of these crimes and attacks is also a felony violation of the law. The victims their are 
owed damages compensation, witness fees and back-pay. Multiple Inspector General hearings, 
Congressional hearings and undercover videos have proven, beyond a doubt, that public officials order 
reprisal hit-jobs on citizens funding, SSA benefits, housing, permits, government applications and other
things in order to harm them as political revenge for speaking out!

Federal investigators have proven (via records-tracking, financial data, surveillance, insider tips, leaks, 
etc.) that White House executives, government agency executives (SSA, LSC, DOE, USPTO, etc.) and 
California political bosses, including California U.S. Senators, owned interests in the victims 
competitors worth many billions of dollars. Any citizen can confirm these assertions via public records 
and the evidence in this report. The FBI has been arresting major political figures in this organized 
crime ring in San Francisco City Hall. Those government officials ordered, financed and executed 
whistle-blower reprisals and anti-trust violating attacks on the victims using state-sponsored, taxpayer-
funded resources. Using government resources, they engaged in the illegal reprisal attacks on the 
victims. Those harms are listed in detail in the claim section of the filed Victim Demand entitled: “The 
Specific Attacks And Harms Undertaken Against Plaintiffs”.

Corrupt government officials manipulated SSA, HHS, DOE, USPTO, DOJ, and other agency, 
payments, funds, benefits and rights in order to harm and economically damage the victims. They 
produced and financed a massive media defamation campaign using their Paypal Mafia-based “Silicon 
Valley Cartel”. This ‘Cartel’: 1.) finances the political campaigns of the Senators and the other 
politicians that own stock in their Silicon Valley dirty tech companies, 2.) is the competitor of the 
victims, 3.) shared staff with the named politicians, 4.) is the nearly exclusive beneficiary of policy 
actions by those politicians, and 5.) has a massive number of conflict-of-interest relationships with each
of the charged politicians. The victims reported the attackers crimes to the FBI, DOJ, IG and other 
officials and got attacked for reporting the crimes, for busting up the organized crime effort and for 
running companies whose product technologies obsoleted those of the tech Cartel. The victims are 
claiming their rights to their damages and fee compensation, but those same public figures have 
blocked them from an equitable jury trial to address the matter. The government has provided the 
attacker/political campaign financiers/competitors of the victims with tens of billions of dollars of free 
government cash yet the victims have gotten nothing but grief from the public officials who are 
supposed to help them because a criminal cover-up is in process. The politicians who got those “bad 



guys” that free taxpayer-provided money, own the stock of those criminal’s companies, are best friends 
with those oligarchs and are politically financed by those corrupt players. This organized crime cartel 
operates the most audacious and corrupt scheme in American political history.

No public official should hire, and seek to replicate, the entire crony corruption payola staff from the 
Obama Administration. Nobody who owns stock in, or has revolving door payola from, Silicon Valley 
tech weasels should EVER be allowed to work in our government. Those officials only made policy 
that put cash in their stock market accounts and were extremely corrupt; at the expense of every 
member of the public!

_______________________

THE CORRUPT CRONY CAPITALISM QUID PRO QUO 
PAYOLA BETWEEN CORRUPT SAN FRANCISCO BAY 
AREA AND WASHINGTON DC OLIGARCHS AND 
SENATORS
The lying sycophant scumbags at the Department of Energy are covering up these crimes because 
they own stock in, and get contracts and revolving door jobs from, Elon Musk, Google, et al. The 
Department of Energy is a deep, dark, smug abyss of crony payola, kick-backs, market monopolization,
bribes and insider corruption beholden to the tech cartel. Google, Facebook and Silicon Valley are a 
private government that is more powerful than the U.S. Government. They use the U.S. Government as
their bitch! These people put mobster-like 'hit-jobs' on the victims and operated state-sponsored attacks 
against them because they reported the crimes to law enforcement.

If you don't believe that Silicon Valley is operated by an organized crime cartel of sociopath frat boys 
that are protected by famous Senators and public officials, who own their stock and get their campaign 
cash, then here is absolute proof of the crimes and the cover-ups that go all the way to the White 
House. We conducted an exhaustive, decades-long, investigation deep into the roots of modern political
corruption and here is how it works and how to destroy it!

Have you noticed that all of the "stimulus" money always goes to the politicians friends and benefits 
their stock market accounts but almost none of the cash goes to the voting citizens? That is the kind of 
BS we are stopping here!

These tech kleptocrats have tried to hide all their dirty cash all over the world but distinct, AI 
computer-tracked patterns have emerged that have caught them! The moves and tricks they like to use 
each contain the seeds of their own destruction. We have been catching them at every stage and those 
patterns reveal how California politicians and dirty Google/Facebook/Tesla crooks hide their dirty 
money.



In all these corruption cases, these corrupt people took the same steps to conceal their assets. They each
took the money in secret ways. The main ways are 1.) via Dark Money stealth political funds; 2.) bribes
paid via insider trading ( notice that most of these crooks marry an investment banker to run their dirty 
schemes) and 3.) getting government contracts, loans and grants for their friends that they get kick-
backs from. They then had their dirty law firms and CPA’s shove the money into their standardized 
covert financial structure to hide it. They use family members to run the operation. Their dirty family 
members and lawyer/CPA teams cover up their tracks. They then have intermediaries spend the money 
to get them islands, yachts, mansions, hookers, Tesla’s, etc.

They use Switzerland, The Ukraine, The Cayman Islands, Mexico, China, Cyprus, Russia and 
New Zealand as money laundering centers. They create a tsunami of offshore shell companies on 
islands and crazy places that few could find on a map. It is all a sham.

They keep moving the money around and buying sham real estate. These Senators and tech oligarchs 
will just lie and lie and lie because no major law enforcement agency ever has the will to arrest them. If
public officials won’t do their jobs then the public must do it for them!

----------------------------------------------------

HERE IS ONE OF THE FILED DEMAND-FOR-JUSTICE
CLAIMS SENT TO THE DOJ, FBI, CONGRESS AND THE

WHITE HOUSE:

VICTIM DEMAND FOR JUSTICE

HERE IS THE PLAN-OF-DEPLOYMENT, ALREADY
UNDERWAY, AGAINST THE BAD GUYS THAT EVERY

CITIZEN CAN HELP WITH:

THE CORRUPTION DISRUPTION MANUAL 2.2.pdf

https://newsplus007.com/public/VICTIM_DEMAND.pdf
http://american-corruption.com/THE%20CORRUPTION%20DISRUPTION%20MANUAL%202.2.pdf


NOT CONVINCED YET?, THEN READ THESE BOOKS
THAT ALSO PROVE THE CHARGES: 

DELETED     By   Allum Bohkari  

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY   -   VOLUME ONE   By Westin Parker  

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY - VOLUME TWO   By Westin Parker And The Wiki  
Team

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY - VOLUME THREE By Westin Parker And The
Wiki Team

The Age of Surveillance Capitalism   By Shoshana Zuboff'  

Catch and Kill     By Ronan Farrow,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch_and_Kill:_Lies,_Spies,_and_a_Conspiracy_to_Protect_Predators

Permanent Record By Edward Snowden, https://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Record-Edward-
Snowden/dp/1250237238

Brotopia By Emily Chang, http://brotopiabook.com/

Throw Them All Out By Peter Schweizer, http://peterschweizer.com/books/throw-them-all-out/

The Circle By David Eggers, https://archive.org/details/circle00dave

   Companies Targeted For Bankruptcy For Their Crimes Against The Public   By The Internet  
Research Group

World Without Mind By Franklin Foer, https://www.amazon.com/World-Without-Mind-Existential-
Threat/dp/1101981113

https://www.amazon.com/World-Without-Mind-Existential-Threat/dp/1101981113
https://www.amazon.com/World-Without-Mind-Existential-Threat/dp/1101981113
https://www.amazon.com/World-Without-Mind-Existential-Threat/dp/1101981113
https://newsplus007.com/public/Companies_Targeted_For_Bankruptcy_For_Their_Crimes_Against_The_Public.pdf
https://newsplus007.com/public/Companies_Targeted_For_Bankruptcy_For_Their_Crimes_Against_The_Public.pdf
https://archive.org/details/circle00dave
https://archive.org/details/circle00dave
http://peterschweizer.com/books/throw-them-all-out/
http://peterschweizer.com/books/throw-them-all-out/
http://brotopiabook.com/
http://brotopiabook.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Record-Edward-Snowden/dp/1250237238
https://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Record-Edward-Snowden/dp/1250237238
https://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Record-Edward-Snowden/dp/1250237238
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch_and_Kill:_Lies,_Spies,_and_a_Conspiracy_to_Protect_Predators
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch_and_Kill:_Lies,_Spies,_and_a_Conspiracy_to_Protect_Predators
https://www.amazon.com/Age-Surveillance-Capitalism-Future-Frontier/dp/1610395697
https://newsplus007.com/public/THE_DIRTY_DEEDS_OF_SILICON_VALLEY_VOLUME_TWO.pdf
https://newsplus007.com/public/THE_DIRTY_DEEDS_OF_SILICON_VALLEY_VOLUME_TWO.pdf
https://newsplus007.com/public/THE_DIRTY_DEEDS_OF_SILICON_VALLEY.pdf
http://deletedbook.com/


A Journey into the Savage Heart of Silicon Valley By Corey Pein,
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/35684687-live-work-work-work-die

Disrupted By Dan Lyons, https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26030703-disrupted

Chaos Monkeys By Antonio García Martínez, https://www.antoniogarciamartinez.com/chaos-
monkeys/

The Creepy Line By Matthew Taylor, https://www.thecreepyline.com/

The Cleantech Crash By Leslie Stahl, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/

Congress: Trading stoc  k   By Steve Kroft, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-
inside-information/

HERE IS THE MOVIE:

OR: 

https://newsplus007.com/public/OMERTA_Small.m4v

https://newsplus007.com/public/OMERTA_Small.m4v
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-inside-information/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-inside-information/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-inside-information/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-inside-information/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
https://www.thecreepyline.com/
https://www.thecreepyline.com/
https://www.thecreepyline.com/
https://www.antoniogarciamartinez.com/chaos-monkeys/
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https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/35684687-live-work-work-work-die


SEE ALL OF THE BROADCAST NEWS COVERAGE OF
THE SCANDAL AT:

http://american-corruption.com/AAA_VIDEOS/

OR:
http://www.testimony111.com/AAA_VIDEOS

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER SITES...

HERE ARE PROOF DOCUMENTS VERIFYING THE
ASSERTIONS:

http://newsplus007.com/DOCUMENTS

and at:

http://www.federal-report.com

and at:

http://newsplus007.com/DOCUMENTS/KEY_EVIDENCE

and at:

http://www.majestic111.com

and on a massive number of other auto-replicating mirrors

http://www.majestic111.com/
http://newsplus007.com/DOCUMENTS/KEY_EVIDENCE
http://www.federal-report.com/
http://newsplus007.com/DOCUMENTS
http://www.testimony111.com/AAA_VIDEOS
http://american-corruption.com/AAA_VIDEOS/


 There are millions of pages, and hours of video, of additional
proof that have been given to the FBI, DOJ, SEC, FTC, FCC,
OSC, IG and Congress. Ask the authorities to arrest the tech

oligarchs and their crooked Senators TODAY! 

We witnessed the bribes! We saw the corruption! We
documented the organized criminal activities by famous

politicians and tech oligarchs. We suffered from the reprisal and
vendetta attacks. Now YOU can help end it all with the largest

corruption exposure project in history!

http://www.how-political-corruption-actually-works.com

http://www.excoriating-the-oligarchs.com

http://federal-report.com

http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com

-----------------------------------------------

THIS IS WHAT WAS TOLD TO THE BOSS OF ONE FEDERAL AGENCY THAT 
WAS RUNNING COVER-UPS:

"Government staff and contractors have told us: “just sue us”. This was their response to trying to 
resolve this issue.

That response, by government officials, is a felony violation of Constitutional law, human rights law, 
State and Federal public policy directives, the expectations of the national citizenry and the principles 
of Democracy.

The government response is, thus legally “non-responsive” and a threat to every voter and citizen.

Our previously filed demand, attached hereto as a PDF document under the title: “VICTIM DEMAND 
Jan 12 2020.pdf” proves that no care or attention was paid to Plaintiffs previously filed complaint by 
your office except to operate a cover-up campaign. Any cover-up campaign of this felony organized 
crime matter subjects each, and every, government employee and contractor involved in said cover-up 

http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com/
http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com/
http://federal-report.com/
http://federal-report.com/
http://www.excoriating-the-oligarchs.com/
http://www.how-political-corruption-actually-works.com/


to felony arrest and prosecution.

You have blocked Plaintiffs from getting a lawyer or getting any legal help. That is a felony violation of
the law and an abhorrent violation of U.S. and State Constitutional and human rights.

The current tactics being used to prevent Plaintiffs from their legal rights include:

A. Plaintiffs have been “black-listed”. Even though the law in California (Cal. Lab. Code § § 1050 to 
1053) says that an entity can't prevent or attempt to prevent former workers from getting work or 
representation through misrepresentation, knowingly permitting or failing to take reasonable steps to 
prevent blacklisting, or make a statement about why an employee was discharged or left employment, 
implying something other than what is explicitly said, or providing information that was not requested:
It is done every day in Silicon Valley. The "Silicon Valley No Poaching Black-List" class-action lawsuit 
was about this issue. Federal FAR Section 9.104-1 (d), and related laws, apply. Blacklisting is a key 
part of the IC Vendetta Cycle attacks. The victims also suffered damage to their rights under the Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) (29 USC Sec. 621, et seq.); the Americans with Disabilities
Act (42 USC Sec. 12181, et seq.); the Civil Rights Acts - (42 USC Sec. 2000, et seq.); the Davis-Bacon 
Act (40 USC Sec. 276a, et seq.); the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) (29 USC Sec. 
1001, et seq.); the Equal Pay Act (29 USC Sec. 206[d]) and other violations.

B. Each and every law firm capable of handling Plaintiffs case has been contracted, paid and/or 
influenced so that they are “conflicted out” from representing Plaintiffs. Law firm Mofo was threatened
if they helped Plaintiffs. Lawyer Amy Anderson was threatened and lost her license for attempting to 
help Plaintiffs. Every lawyer or law firm who attempts to help Plaintiffs is hired by Defendants, or their
agents and threatened or compromised in order to prevent them from helping Plaintiffs because this 
case affects trillions of dollars of energy industry profits, the White House, billionaire oligarchs and 
multi millionaire corrupt Senators. In fact, this issue lies at the root of this entire corruption case. 
Sociopath over-moneyed Silicon Valley oligarchs have hire Morrison Foerster, Wilson Sonsini, Perkins 
Coie, Covington Burling and every other major law firm and lobbyist and told them to “kill everyone 
and destroy everything that I don’t like…”. These law firms (controlled by Mark Zuckerberg, Elon 
Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla, Laurene Powell Jobs, Nancy Pelosi, etc. 
All of whom have nearly a trillion dollars of funds at their disposal) have carte blanche and unlimited 
payments to run coups, character assassination campaigns, money laundering and other crimes for the
oligarchs. They have the staffing to do these things and zero incentive to not do crimes. These law firms
are the dirty deeds teams for the mobster-like suspects and there is no law enforcement body with the 
will nor resources to stop them. It is a violation of the U.S. Constitution to tell Plaintiffs to “go get a 
law firm” when EVERY possible, equitable, law firm works for, and is massively compensated by, the 
criminals that need to be sued. Both the politicians AND the tech oligarchs charged with these crimes 
have hired the very law firms that government agencies have told Plaintiffs to go out and hire.

C. There is a precedent that was set in the US Supreme Court case: Gideon v. Wainwright, (1963) that 
clarifies that you have a right to a lawyer even if you don't have money for one. The Sixth Amendment, 



as applied to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause gives one their Due 
Process rights. One needs to kill someone, though, to most easily get your free lawyer, since the court-
appointed lawyer is rarely ever appointed, on citizens behalf, in a case like this. Even if a defendant is 
represented by an attorney of his or her choosing, he or she may be entitled to relief on appeal if the 
attorney did not provide adequate representation. A defendant must demonstrate that the attorney’s 
performance “fell below an objective standard of reasonableness” and that this was prejudicial to the 
case. See: Strickland v. Washington ( https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/466/668/case.html ) , 
466 U.S. 668, 688-92 (1984). A few “free lawyers”, that victims had tried, turned out to be working for
the opposition side.

D. The federal organization: https://www.lsc.gov is required to help but has refused because it’s 
administrators were friends with, and appointed by, the public officials charged with corruption in this 
case.

E. Plaintiffs have personally asked the Attorney General, The Director of the FBI and the U.S. 
Attorney’s office for representation but they have been told not to respond because the case is 
politically embarrassing to major public officials and their corrupt Silicon Valley financiers.

F. The government agencies who have told Plaintiffs that Plaintiffs should “hire a law firm and sue 
them”, in order to resolve this matter, are the same government agencies that have cut-off, or 
blockaded Plaintiffs income sources in order to prevent Plaintiffs from being able to afford to hire a 
law firm to sue them.

G. A federal agency provided Plaintiffs with a list of “free lawyers”. Upon FBI-level investigation of 
every “free lawyer” on the list, (via their financial contributions, voting records, leaked emails, social 
media postings, event attendance, public records, social connections lists online and other surveillance
data) they all worked for, or with the opposition interests and could not have possibly provided 
unbiased services. In fact, multiple lawyers have contacted Plaintiffs who turned out to be working for 
the opposition. They were sent in to delay, or redirect, Plaintiffs in order to keep the cases from being 
filed or properly prosecuted in order to protect the suspects. This is a common infiltration procedure 
widely documented in CIA, British secret service, Russian FSB and Snowden leaks documents on IC 
dirty tricks tactics.

The government is, at the same time, telling us to sue the government, yet blockading us from 
getting a lawyer per our Constitutional rights.

Agency staff were ordered to harm Applicants by manipulating their benefits in order to deny, delay, 
obfuscate and reduce their income as reprisal for their assistance to law enforcement in a political 
corruption and money laundering matter. Agency staff, ranging from the lowest level staff and up to the
director headquarters offices, participated in this reprisal-vendetta-revenge action to harm Applicants.

Applicant’s peers have filed DOJ and FBI criminal referrals, launched federal investigations and the 



assertions have been proven in numerous IG, FBI, Congressional and major news media 
investigations. Agency offices have failed to provide responsive FOIA requested data, hearing 
investigation data and fair responses because some of their staff are STILL operating a criminal cover-
up which has now been update-reported to the FBI, Congress, the IG, the AG and investigative 
reporters.

Other federal agencies have complied, verified and provided the requested deliverables. SSA and DOE 
have pointed the searchlight of suspicion on themselves, laser-like, by their overt failure to comply, 
unlike every other agency. Ironically, the political financing of their executives and their personal 
relationships “happens” to be with the exact same Silicon Valley oligarchs under felony criminal 
investigations. The stock market brokerage records, family trust accounts, PAC trace-routing, Interpol 
records and SEC investigation records proves it!

Unfortunately for the crooked agency staff, some Applicants have the authority, law enforcement 
credentials and training to arrest any person at their home or office and remand them to the FBI, DOJ 
or Sheriff. For example: Every “unsigned” SSA email is tracked to the individual author by their IP 
address, device IMEI, web camera, building key card, door camera, parking lot use chart, building 
camera, vehicle tracking circuits, text dba records, keyboard UI/UX patterns, motherboard ID #, DNS 
routing, stingray read-outs and a vast number of other metrics. Applicant investigation peers know the 
exact person that wrote every SSA email or document or file request. There is no such thing as an 
anonymous SSA email. Transparency is the Applicants middle name. The FBI and CIA people that SSA 
and DOE insiders think are their “buddies” may actually be the APPLICANTS buddies!

You will either give the Applicant his money and damages compensation, or suffer the consequences of 
the rapid acceleration of one of the largest investigations in modern history, supported by millions of 
voters with a shared peer-to-peer forensics social media network, the FBI and Congress. With the push 
of a single button, our latest info can be in the inbox of every blogger and independent investigative 
journalist in the world, in minutes.

History has proven that non-corrupt portions of federal agencies and public service law and 
community action firms have executed on their willingness to expend millions of dollars of resources to
fight this injustice. Every individual involved in this at SSA and DOE are on a forensic database. No 
person at SSA or DOE who uses our government as a garage sale for corruption favors or a kill mill 
for political reprisals will avoid the 100% legally executed consequences. They will be targeted and 
prosecuted even more profoundly than the Applicants were targeted with IC-type hit jobs.

This felony criminal investigation case, is documented on thousands of websites and in dozens of 
federal court case records in which Applicant won the case or was vindicated in the case and in 
thousands of news websites.

Applicants researchers and investigators disagree with any decision by any agency which causes a 
delay in response which puts the applicants in jeopardy for their life and safety.



Testifying, and/or reporting about this crime has resulted in the death, potentially by murder, of the 
following individuals who reported to the authorities about this crime matter:

Rajeev Motwani; Gary D. Conley; Seth Rich; Philip Haney; David Bird; Doug Bourn; Misti Epstein; 
Joshua Brown; Kenneth Bellando; Moritz Erhardt; Imran Aliev; Kate Matrosova; David Drye; Vincent
Foster; Kathy Ferguson; Duane Garrett; Eric S. Fox; Judi Gibbs; Berta Caceres; Suzanne Coleman; 
L.J. Davis; John Hillyer; Stanley Huggins; Sandy Hume; Shawn Lucas; Gary Johnson; John Jones; 
John F. Kennedy, Jr.; Stephen Ivens; Mary 'Caity' Mahoney; Eric Butera; Danny Casolara; John Ashe;
Tony Moser; Larry Nichols; Joseph Rago; Ron Brown; Bob Simon; Don Adams; Peter Smith; Victor 
Thorn; Lori Klausutis; Gareth Williams; Daphne Caruana Galizia; James D Johnston; Dave 
Goldberg; Loretta Fuddy; Paul Wilcher; Gary Webb; Beranton J. Whisenant Jr; Stanley Meyer; Jon 
Parnell Walker; Tyler Drumheller; Barnaby Jack; Dominic Di-Natale; Barbara Wise; Ilya 
Zhitomirskiy; Jeff Joe Black; Robin Copeland; John Wheeler; Ashley Turton; Michael Hastings; 
Antonin Scalia; David Koschman; David Werner; Alex Okrent; Kam Kuwata; Larry Frankel; And 
hundreds more connected to this case who suddenly, and strangely, turned up dead in this case and, 
ironically, their deaths all benefit the suspects in this case. Applicants are also whistle-blowers who 
have been previously attacked in reprisal and who have been threatened with continued harm and 
death.

Any delay, obfuscation, cover-up, FOIA refusal or other obscuring tactic by each and every member of 
an agency employee or contracting entity will be prosecuted on a person-by-person basis. Each 
employee or official who causes, by their action, further harm to the Applicants will be sued 
personally, have their assets garnished and will have a formal criminal referral authored and 
submitted to the FBI, DOJ, FTC, Congress and the news media. Applicants have sued the highest level 
personnel in the government for corruption, launched FBI and Congressional investigations against 
them and had them removed from their jobs and placed under permanent surveillance. The court and 
news records prove this fact. Do not imagine that any reprisal action by a public agency staffer will go 
unnoticed or unpunished by federal law enforcement, public forensics and major independent news 
media investigations.

The suggestion, by certain agency bosses, that one should "just file an IG report" is like telling 
someone to file a complaint against Hitler at the suggestion box at Nazi SS headquarters. You won't 
make it through the night! IG reports seem to accomplish nothing more than painting a target on your 
own back. Court records and news headlines prove that almost every citizen who reported similar 
political corruption through "official channels" was targeted with hit-jobs and economic 
blockades....ask Snowden!

Pay the Plaintiffs their damages compensation, whistle-blower fees, back-fees and offset monies NOW!
Millions of citizens, around the globe, have all of the same evidence you now have and each day of 
delay only hurts YOUR agencies position in the eyes of the world and in the eyes of the voting 
population of the nation!"



----------------------------------------------------------------------

We are fighting the battle to save the internet and now you are 
part of it! 
( ie: http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com)

(Please share this with your peers and friends and post it on your social media)

What would you do if you found out that your politicians (ie: Dianne Feinstein, Nancy Pelosi, Harry
Reid, Kamala Harris) had put over one hundred million dollars in their covert family bank accounts
which they got from sabotaging your business, because it competed with them, and from blockading 
your money because their tech oligarch insiders told them to? Our forensic investigators can 'swear, 
warrant and certify' that the politicians did the asserted crimes and corruption.

Like a social Terminex(c) pest control service, we are eliminating every single tech asshole in Silicon 
Valley (like the roaches that they are) using 100% legal, law enforcement approved, resources.

You are probably asking: "How Did Palo Alto, California Became Populated Entirely By Assholes"?

Why is the Tesla THE OFFICIAL CAR OF TONE-DEAF ARROGANT PRICK ASSHOLES!?

A glut of recent feature films ( ie: The feature film:   Assholes  :   A Theory   )   have excoriated the likes of 
Sand Hill Road and University Avenue scumbags...but pointing them out is not enough. They must be 
exterminated. You can verify the following facts, yourself, via court records, police records, FBI 
reports, FOIA and Congressional records.

As U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) famously opined on the TV show "Justified", 
“You run into an asshole in the morning, you run into an asshole at lunch. You run into assholes all 
day”; America on the precipice of the fallout of a monumental presidential election, it seems that 
assholes are not only everywhere you turn—in newspapers, on cable TV, at political rallies and 
protests, and all over social media—but that they, and their behavior, has been normalized because they
own the media. Silicon Valley has a tsunami of "assholery” underway. This reality is covered in the 
philosophy of professor Aaron James’ non-fiction book and new documentary aimed at both 1.) 
precisely defining the term “asshole,” and 2.) investigating how those who fit that bill have 
increasingly come to dominate key spheres of modern public life.

Stanford University graduates are inspired by the likes of corrupt Elon Musk and corrupt Italian Prime 
Minister Silvio Berlusconi—the forerunner of the media-manipulating populist-criminal-strongman 
trend that’s recently swept through Western nations—or passages discussing Facebook, Twitter and 
Google’s prioritization of profit over their responsibility to safeguard democracy from hate speech and 
disinformation. Stanford and Yale have proven to be the key training grounds for beginner assholes. 
Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Elon Musk, Jack Dorsey, Reid Hoffman, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla and 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10011682/
http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com/


Mark Zuckerberg are the embodiment of this problem. They flout all of the rules and standards of 
common decency. They have made it appear acceptable, and in fact rewarding, to act in the worst 
possible manner as a means of achieving one’s selfish ends. Their Silicon Valley is the pit of American 
assholery. You can spot an asshole, easily, when they are driving the official car of assholes: A Tesla, 
but what about the ones that are more under-cover?

Most people that have been tech raped by a Palo Alto Sandhill Road scumbag feel the same way as Mr. 
Sun, who says: " Silicon Valley Oligarchs must be punished. Without breaking a single law and WITH 
the help of the largest law enforcement and investigative resources on the planet, my task force has 
killed off every single motherfucker that has come after me with their anti-trust violating schemes, 
including some of the largest entities in the world! My peers and I use lawsuits, federal investigations, 
news reports, whistle-blowers, new public regulations, anti-trust filings, tens of millions of crowd-
sourced voters and unique AI-based forensics. Our private investigators have found my every person 
and organization on the globe that hates the oligarchs. We gathered them together and aimed them all 
at the tech assholes! My rule is that Anyone who attacks me stays on the shit list for the rest of their 
lives plus the next 100+ years of internet time. When you Zuckerbergs, Larry Page;'s Elon Musk's, 
John Doerr's, Reid Hoffman's, etc., come for me, prepare to suffer. Every stock you buy is a notice to 
my team to bankrupt the company that you invested in. Even if I am dead, your punishment will be 
carried out by a legacy team of public volunteers. It may happen to you tomorrow or it may be a slow-
drip over the next 15 years. Never stop looking over your shoulder. If you decided to cheat against our 
businesses rather than fairly compete against us, then start carving your tombstone. If you hired media 
attackers, expect 100 times what you did to us to come back at you and your family forever! We are fine
with "forgive-and-forget", except when it comes to criminal bullies: They are terminated! 

He has pledged millions of dollars, from his family trust, to the effort. His AI database lists every 
investor, VC and executive in Silicon Valley, their family data and their "asshole ranking". Most of the 
people attacked and ripped off by the tech oligarchs feel the same way. None of the victims have the 
monopolized control of the big tech law firms like the tech oligarchs do. None of the victims can afford
to have an army of crooked law firms (ie: Mofo, Covington & Burling, Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, 
etc.) working around the clock to enable financial crimes, corruption and Democracy abuses.

To grasp the argument that these people are assholes, one need only listen to the Silicon Valley 
Assholes's basic description. As many state, “The asshole is the guy who allows himself special 
advantages in Bay Area cooperative life out of an entrenched sense of entitlement that immunizes him 
against the complaints of other people.” In other words, he’s the individual—generally male, although 
as John Cleese candidly admits, his mother probably was one too—who thinks the general rules don’t 
apply to them because they’re somehow smarter, better, or more special than their fellow citizens. 
James’ example is a surfer who violates the right-of-way customs in the ocean. Yet the type is 
universal, whether in line at the grocery store, on the road in traffic, or at work. They’re the arrogant 
creeps convinced they’re fundamentally superior, and thus free to conduct themselves in whatever way 
they see fit. That IS the essence of scumbag megalomaniacs: Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Elon Musk, 
Jack Dorsey, Reid Hoffman, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla and Mark Zuckerberg!!!

The way "they see fit", of course, is often hateful, perverse and idiotic.  The Assholes thrive in a bubble
of trophy wives, rent boys and superficial TED conferences. In the midst of ongoing protests and 



debate over America’s own domestic culture, which has long had a tradition of closing ranks and 
demonizing critics, every Silicon Valley employee ordeal sounds eerily familiar among every worker at
Google and Facebook.

Such attitudes, according to the Silicon Valley Assholes are created by Stanford University Fraternities 
which are breeding grounds for horrid group-think mindsets about women and sex. The tech financial 
sector encourages greed, ruthlessness, and vulgarity as the best way to get ahead. Google executives 
champion initiation-ritual abuse in service of its own greater good. You can see the movies: Animal 
House, The Wolf of Wall Street and Full Metal Jacket to see the underscore of the notion that these 
milieus are all rife with a similar brand of assholery in which arrogance and entitlement justify all 
manner of despicable ideas and deeds. Every major rape fraternity in the USA eventually sent those 
abusive boys to run Sandhill Road venture capital companies and Google or Facebook departments.

Every executive at Google knows that they are doing crimes, lying to Congress and the public and
operating the biggest scam in history. That is why they will come up with any lie, re-
interpretation of the facts or denial to hide the truth!

Any Presidential Administration that puts sociopath, Epstein-like Eric Schmidt, Larry Page or 
ANY Google executive IN their Administration is either proving their tone-deaf lack of awareness
of the facts or that their President is such a bitch to Google’s campaign cash that they could not 
possibly be trusted by any world leader or any citizen. ( See: 
https://therevolvingdoorproject.org/letter-to-oppose-eric-schmidt/ ) ( 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/07/eric-schimdt-penthouse-new-york-photos-
apartment.html )

The Silicon Valley Assholes Process proves that real Silicon Valley VC and tech assholes probably 
don’t know they are one; central to this condition is the certainty that all bad behavior is actually OK.

This is detectable in the media posts of workers from Greylock, Kleiner, Andressen and other tech 
asshole firms. Many of the tech interns freely admit that that they only pay attention to other social 
media users if there’s a personal benefit to connecting with them. That type of me-first worldview is 
crucial to Palo Alto Sandhill Road's conception of twisted reality. Asshole-rich Silicon Valley America 
(where “exceptionalism” is ingrained from an early age) lives in contrast to asshole-light Canada 
(where folks tend to be more agreeable and accommodating)(Justin, though, is a novel kind of asshole).

The most compelling—and enraging—realities concerns Silicon Valley, where Mark Zuckerberg and 
like-minded CEOs have bred a culture of trampling on competitors, laws, historical norms, and the 
bedrock tenets of democracy in pursuit of additional eyeballs, clicks, and revenue streams. In a place 
where young men team up in a desperate quest to develop the innovative next big thing that’ll turn 
them into tech moguls (“bro-gramming”), nothing matters but the self-centered end goal. And though 
Facebook, Twitter, Google, Kleiner Perkins, Greylock and their ilk could alter this landscape by simply
cracking down on the horridness that permeates their platforms, they choose not to because of the 
negative financial consequences and their lust for hookers, private jets and cocaine.

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/07/eric-schimdt-penthouse-new-york-photos-apartment.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/07/eric-schimdt-penthouse-new-york-photos-apartment.html
https://therevolvingdoorproject.org/letter-to-oppose-eric-schmidt/


To travel through Silicon Valley is to take a gravely depressing survey of a 21st century in thrall—in 
several crucial arenas—to humanity’s worst impulses.

So what is being done about this crisis of society?

We have hired the best investigators who used to work with the FBI, CIA, FTC, DOJ, SEC, GAO, IG 
and Interpol.

We have also been teaching every voter in the world how to be a top notch criminal investigator and 
how to use digital forensic AI tools to "follow-the-money" and bust these crooks. Imagine the entire 
resources of Palantir, XKEYSCORE, Splunk, Axciom, Fusion GPS and Taleo aimed at people like 
Zuckerberg, Hoffman, Musk and Schmidt. They will never survive it!

Every single asshole in Silicon Valley can expect to have accurate, highly professional, criminal 
charges and referrals filed against them with every federal law enforcement and regulatory agency. 
Those reports are being BCC'd to the news media and the public.

----------------------------------------------------

When you see reports like these, you can clearly see that: Every 
Tech CEO And Investor In Silicon Valley Is A Predatory, 
Parasitic, Sex Trafficking, Misogynist, Money Laundering, 
Politician Bribing, Exclusionary, Black-Listing Criminal:
- Kleiner Perkins Insider Spills The Dirt On Outright Criminal Culture In Palo Alto

Why   Silicon     Valley   has a bro culture problem — and how to ...  
https://www.vox.com/2018/2/5/16972096/emily-chang-brotopia-book-bloomberg-technology-

culture-silicon-valley-kara-swisher-decode-podcast
When Emily Chang interviewed venture capitalist Michael Moritz in 2015, she wasn't trying to "trap" 
him. But when the Sequoia Capital then-chairman suggested that hiring more women might ...

The Universal   Bro     Code  : The   Bro     Code   Rules  
https://valenciabrocode.blogspot.com/p/bro-code-rules.html

The Bro Code Rules The Bro Code 1) You must always have your bro's back. No exceptions. 2) 
When your bro's girlfriend inquires about his whereabouts you know nothing, always. 3) You are only 
obligated to wingman for one bro per social event, after that the bro is on his own.

Emily     Chang   on the 'Brotopia' of   Silicon     Valley  , and how ...  
https://www.geekwire.com/2018/emily-chang-brotopia-silicon-valley-companies-can-tackle-toxic-

culture/
Emily Chang: Brotopia, in my mind, perfectly encapsulates this idea of Silicon Valley as a modern 
utopia where anyone can change the world, make their own rules — if they're a man. But if you ...

https://www.geekwire.com/2018/emily-chang-brotopia-silicon-valley-companies-can-tackle-toxic-culture/
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"Oh My God, This Is So F---ed Up": Inside   Silicon     Valley's   ...  
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/brotopia-silicon-valley-secretive-orgiastic-inner-sanctum

Adapted from Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of Silicon Valley, by Emily Chang, to be 
published on February 6, 2018, by Portfolio, an imprint of Penguin Publishing Group, a division of ...

Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the   Robber     Barons  
https://www.thedailybeast.com/todays-tech-oligarchs-are-worse-than-the-robber-barons

Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the Robber Barons. Our Silicon Valley Robber Barons. ... 
"If you think Silicon Valley is going to fuel growing prosperity, you are likely to be ...

Silicon     Valley   Billionaires Are the New   Robber     Barons  
https://townhall.com/columnists/victordavishanson/2017/08/17/silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-

new-robber-barons-n2369394
Aug 17, 2017Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber Barons ... Silicon Valley Billionaires 
Are the New Robber Barons. Victor Davis Hanson ... Yet most of the computers and smartphones sold
by Silicon ...

Hanson:   Silicon     Valley   billionaires are modern   robber     barons  
https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/08/17/hanson-silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-new-robber-

barons/
Aug 17, 2017Hanson: Silicon Valley billionaires are the new robber barons ... Yet most of the 
computers and smartphones sold by Silicon Valley companies are still being built abroad — to mostly 
silence from ...

Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of   Silicon     Valley   by ...  
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/36288143-brotopia

Brotopia by Emily Chang is a decent, but very surface level, examination of Silicon Valleys 
misogynist culture. Considering the significance of the topic, Brotopia feels like a missed opportunity 
to expose and critique the tech industry in a productive way; instead, I felt that only summaries were 
given on most topics.

Silicon     Valley's   Giants Are Just Gilded Age Tycoons in ...  
https://www.thedailybeast.com/silicon-valleys-giants-are-just-gilded-age-tycoons-in-techno-utopian-

clothes
Silicon Valley's Giants Are Just Gilded Age Tycoons in Techno-Utopian Clothes . ... but the truth is 
they are a lot like the old robber barons. ... Silicon Valley executives were not just about ...
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The anonymous   Silicon     Valley   satire that has stumped   tech   ...  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/12/02/the-anonymous-silicon-valley-

satire-that-has-stumped-tech-world-insiders/
Dec 2, 2015The plot follows Crooks, an ex-tech industry employee who finds spiritual deliverance in 
meditating on Silicon Valley's philosophies far, far away from the digital mecca itself. AD One passage
...

Silicon     Valley   Wants To Read Your Mind -   Crooks   and Liars  
https://crooksandliars.com/2019/09/silicon-valley-wants-read-your

But Silicon Valley should not be able to dictate the way these technologies are developed and 
deployed. If they do, it may radically reshape the way we identify as human. Garfield Benjamin, 
Postdoctoral Researcher, School of Media Arts and Technology, Solent University. This article is 
republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons ...

Silicon     Valley's   cocaine problem shaped our racist   tech   ...  
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/30/silicon-valleys-cocaine-problem-shaped-

our-racist-tech
Jan 30, 2020Silicon Valley in the 1980s was the hub of an international drug trafficking network that 
fueled technological innovation and criminalized black people Charlton D McIlwain Thu 30 Jan 2020 
06.00 ... 

Sex     Scandal   Toppled a   Silicon     Valley   Chief. Investors Say ...  
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/27/technology/sexual-misconduct-silicon-valley.html

Jul 27, 2018Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. Investors Say, So What? Mike Cagney was 
ousted as chief executive of Social Finance last year after questions about sexual misconduct. He has 
since ...

Week in Tech:   Sex     Scandals   and   Silicon   ...  
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/01/technology/farhad-and-mikes-week-in-tech-sex-scandals-and-

silicon-valley.html
Dec 1, 2017Silicon Valley's Sex Scandals. Farhad: O.K., let's talk about the tech industry.Let's start 
with this week's episode of Problematic Men. A report by The Information found that Andy Rubin ...

The history of sexual harassment   scandals   in   Silicon   ...  
https://www.businessinsider.com/sexual-harassment-scandals-tech-industry-2017-7?op=1

Here is a rundown of the current sexual harassment scandals rocking Silicon Valley, along with the 
long history of how the tech industry got here. ... 07/16/how-silicon-valley-silences-sexual ...
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Silicon     Valley   Star Lands New Job a Month After   Sex     Scandal  
https://www.wired.com/2013/02/keith-rabois-khosla-ventures/

A little more than one month after a sexual harassment scandal threatened to sink a Silicon Valley 
superangel, Keith Rabois has landed a new gig that puts him not too far from his old one.. A ...

Silicon     Valley's   Not-So-Hidden Secret:   Sex   Parties  
https://www.newser.com/story/253597/silicon-valleys-not-so-hidden-secret-sex-parties.html

Silicon Valley's Not-So-Hidden Secret: Sex Parties ... "These sex parties happen so often among the 
premier V.C. and founder crowd that this isn't a scandal or even really a secret, I've been ...

Scandal   cost   Silicon     Valley   Community Foundation $1.5 M  
https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/01/17/silicon-valley-community-foundation-reveals-price-of-

ousting-toxic-leadership/
Jan 17, 2020The leaders ousted for fostering a toxic workplace at the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation walked away with tens of thousands of dollars in severance pay, tax filings show, revealing 
the cost ...

Sexual harassment in   Silicon     Valley  : have we reached a ...  
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jul/09/silicon-valley-sexual-harassment-women-

speak-up
Jul 9, 2017The last week has seen women in Silicon Valley share stories of sexual harassment, assault 
and discrimination, prompting a backlash and high-profile resignations.

The big lesson   Silicon     Valley   can learn from the Theranos ...  
https://fortune.com/2018/03/15/elizabeth-holmes-theranos-fraud-secrecy/

Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes and former president Ramesh "Sunny" Balwani were charged with an
"elaborate, years-long fraud."
A viral thread has busted the MYTH about "Famous Billionaires Starting Out “Poor”. Jonas 
Grinevičius and Justinas Keturka have revealed that we all love stories about scrappy underdogs who 
overcome the odds and make it big through relentless hard work, unwavering grit, and sheer force of 
will. However, the stories about how some of the richest and most powerful people made their millions 
(and billions) are too romanticized and gloss over some very important details.That’s the point that 
Aidan Smith made in a viral Twitter thread where he explained how Jeff Bezos and others had a huge 
leg-up when it came to helping lay the foundations of their business empires. Namely—having families
with lots of money. Google used taxpayer funds to start its monopoly per  
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/how-the-cia-made-google-e836451a959e   and   
https://qz.com/1145669/googles-true-origin-partly-lies-in-cia-and-nsa-research-grants-for-mass-
surveillance/        Not only does Google not pay tens of billions of dollars of its taxes to sponsor firemen 
and teachers but Google used public resources to start its company! Billions of dollars of citizen 
funds were used by Google to create it's evil empire. Google gets away with this crap because it 
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bribes major U.S. politicians from California!

Aidan told Bored Panda that the US isn’t the only country where a lot of people believe myths about 
businessmen while the truth is a Google search away. “It’s far from a U.S.-exclusive phenomenon, but 
in America, it’s easier for most people to imagine becoming a billionaire themselves than it is to 
imagine an economic order in which a handful of people own half the world’s wealth. Social mobility 
from working-class to middle-class is increasingly out of reach and the illusion that one can 
conceivably amass a net worth of over a billion dollars is a comforting fantasy for many people.”

The indisputable facts are the assertions that the Silicon Valley oligarchs:

1. Control business and politics like a crime Cartel

2. Are a white male fraternity who attack outsiders in organized manners

3. Come from dynastic families that systematically ran them through Stanford, Harvard and Yale 
sociopath-in-training men's clubs

4. Were socially trained and programmed to operate in a closed, tribal, exclusionary manner

5. Operated the "Angelgate" collusion scandal and most every other financial crime in America.

6. Operated the "Silicon Valley High Tech Employee Collusion" for which they were sued in a famous 
class-action case

7. Controlled the White House and traded most of the key staff with the Administration.

8. Have been sued, indicted and charged in divorce proceedings with an unusually massive amount of 
sex trafficking matters

9. Use the same 10 law-firms who have been charged with public policy manipulation

10. Control internet news, media and information

11. "Own" certain U.S. Senators by virtue of direct bribe payments and securities/stock payola 
payments

12. Use a variety of tools like GUST, Private Google Docs sites, covert Facebook pages and similar, to 
secret conspire and plan collusion and organized monopolistic practices

13. Have their venture capitalists spy on entrepreneurs and copy their technology to be deployed by 
Google, or Facebook under a new name

14. Are a Mafia-like criminal organization.

Who are some of the biggest, elitist, self-aggrandizing, entitled, tone-deaf assholes 
in Silicon Valley?

The Tech Crunch Silicon Valley database-of-assholes provides that answer. They include: David Krane,
Brian Bendett, Brendan Bulik-Sullivan, Terri Burns, Blake Byers, Tim Draper, Steve Jurvetson, Elon 
Musk, Steve Westly, Steve Spinner, Tyson Clark, Frederique Dame, Tom Perkins, Scott Davis, Reid 
Hoffman, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Jared Cohen, David Drummond, Karim Faris, Tom Hulme, Joe 



Kraus, John Lyman, Vinod Khosla, Laura Melahn, Dave Munichiello, Erik Nordlander, Anthony 
Philippakis, Sridhar Ramaswamy, David Reshef, Ben Robbins, Issi Rozen, David Schenkein, Vidu 
Shanmugarajah, M.G. Siegler, Graham Spencer, Bethany Tsui, Jessica Verrilli, Andy Wheeler, Krishna 
Yeshwant, Asheem Chandna, Jerry Chen, Mike Duboe, Sarah Guo, Christine Kim, Josh McFarland, 
Saam Motamedi, Sridhar Ramaswamy, Corinne Riley, Jason Risch, Seth Rosenberg, David Sze, David 
Thacker, David Wadhwani, Manuel Bernal, Allie Dalglish, Don Sullivan, Yasmin Green, Kent Walker, 
Matt Rogers, Steven Chu, David Plouffe, Sergy Brin, Andy Rubin, Ian Fette, Travis Kalanick, 
Elizabeth Holmes, Dustin Moskovitz, Laurene Powell Jobs, Andy Bechtolsheim, Brian Goncher, 
Cheryl Sandberg, Gilman Louie, Ira Ehrenpreis, Tim Cook, James Breyer, Joe Lonsdale, Keith Rabois, 
Marc Andreesen, George Soros, Mario Rosatti, Martin LaGod, Michael Moritz, Viktor Vekselberg, 
Larry Summers, Pierre Omidyar, Tom Steyer, RoseAnn Rotando, Larry Birenbaum, Judy Estrin, Steven
Goldby, Terry Kramer, Helen Raiser, John Scully, Sandi Thompson, Ann Wojcicki and their ilk...

You can see that most of them have the same facial deformities that make them all look like yuppie frat 
or sorority clones with Moonie/Scientology dead eyes and fake smiles that broadcast their blind 
zealotry and sports bar fakery to the world. Every email, phone call, text, condo, office and brothel that 
these people use should be bugged by the FBI. These scammers built an insider-trading bubble of TED 
conferences and tech parties in which they mutually promote their Elizabeth Holmesian fantasies of 
holier-than-thou idiocracy. Emily Chang's book: "Brotopia" covers these scum-bags in great length.

The Silicon Valley cartel propagandizes climate issues because they own all the companies that will get
government cash for climate issues. Are climate issues a bigger deal than: CANCER, SEX 
TRAFFICKING, POOR EDUCATION SYSTEMS, POLICE BRUTALITY, RACISM, HOUSING 
PRICES, PANDEMICS, MEDICAL COVERAGES, WARS, DRUG TRAFFICKING, CARTELS, 
STD’S, MONOPOLIES, POLITICAL BRIBERY, THE SPACE RACE, TOXIC FOODS, SEX ABUSE 
AT WORK, AND THOUSANDS OF OTHER ISSUES…????. The Silicon Valley Cartel says “It Is”, 
but that is only because they own all of the companies that will get free government cash to “fix” 
climate issues. They do not care one tiny bit about the climate. They care about CASH!
As a Hoover Fellow puts it: "...Elite arrogant asshole dynasties send their kids to Stanford University. 
Stanford puts the kids in asshole frat houses to train them to get away with rape and run monopolies. 
When they graduate they either go up the hill to Sandhill Road and start a venture capital clone 
operation or they get their frat friends on Sandhill Road to racketeer-fund their start-up or political 
campaign using money scammed from your parents pension funds. They only work with their frat 
buddies and insiders in a tribal 'old boys club' manner.They steal all the technology and markets they 
want because they control all of the tech lawyers and politicians via bribes and revolving doors. Most 
of the money in Stanford University bank accounts is from Foreign and Hollywood oligarchs delivered 
as bribes meant to get their snot-nosed brats into Stanford. Stanford bosses keep all of this covered-up 
and covertly fund political campaigns to grease the wheels of political corruption.They then sexually 
extort some Standford interns in Rosewood Hotel rooms, get the most 'trophy wife' ones pregnant, and 
start the cycle all over again. Alas, Stanford is the training ground for abuse, corruption and 'Bro-
Crime"..."



Everyone asks: " How Does Elon Musk Maintain His Corrupt 
Empire Of Lies Without Getting Shut Down By The 
Government?"
Elon Musk runs a RICO-violating, stock market-manipulating, anti-trust-violating organized crime 
cartel! He is the high tech Godfather of financial crime and he is many times more “untouchable” than 
Al Capone!

Public officials should be embarrassed to death that Musk waltzes around with such impunity.

Elon Musk has over 1000 people at Goldman Sachs that are dedicated to keeping the Musk empire 
operating on smoke and mirrors in order to hype up the stock via dirty tricks such as these:

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Pools"

Agreements, often written, among a group of traders to delegate authority to a single manager to trade 
in a specific stock for a specific period of time and then to share in the resulting profits or losses."[5] In
Australia section 1041B prohibits pooling. ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-5 )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Churning"

When a trader places both buy and sell orders at about the same price. The increase in activity is 
intended to attract additional investors, and increase the price.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Stock bashing"

This scheme is usually orchestrated by savvy online message board posters (a.k.a. "Bashers") who 
make up false and/or misleading information about the target company in an attempt to get shares for a 
cheaper price. This activity, in most cases, is conducted by posting libelous posts on multiple public 
forums. The perpetrators sometimes work directly for unscrupulous Investor Relations firms who have 
convertible notes that convert for more shares the lower the bid or ask price is; thus the lower these 
Bashers can drive a stock price down by trying to convince shareholders they have bought a worthless 
security, the more shares the Investor Relations firm receives as compensation. Immediately after the 
stock conversion is complete and shares are issued to the Investor Relations firm, consultant, attorney 
or similar party, the basher/s then become friends of the company and move quickly to ensure they 
profit on a classic Pump & Dump scheme to liquidate their ill-gotten shares. (see P&D)

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Pump and dump"

A pump and dump scheme is generally part of a more complex grand plan of market manipulation on 
the targeted security. The Perpetrators (Usually stock promoters) convince company affiliates and large 
position non-affiliates to release shares into a free trading status as "Payment" for services for 
promoting the security. Instead of putting out legitimate information about a company the promoter 
sends out bogus e-mails (the "Pump") to millions of unsophisticated investors (Sometimes called 
"Retail Investors") in an attempt to drive the price of the stock and volume to higher points. After they 
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accomplish both, the promoter sells their shares (the "Dump") and the stock price falls, taking all the 
duped investors' money with it.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Runs"

When a group of traders create activity or rumours in order to drive the price of a security up. An 
example is the Guinness share-trading fraud of the 1980s. In the US, this activity is usually referred to 
as painting the tape.[6] Runs may also occur when trader(s) are attempting to drive the price of a 
certain share down, although this is rare. (see Stock Bashing) ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guinness_share-trading_fraud )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Ramping (the market)"

Actions designed to artificially raise the market price of listed securities and give the impression of 
voluminous trading in order to make a quick profit.[7] ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-7 )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Wash trade"

In a wash trade the manipulator sells and repurchases the same or substantially the same security for 
the purpose of generating activity and increasing the price.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Bear raid"

In a bear raid there is an attempt to push the price of a stock down by heavy selling or short selling.[8] (
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-8 ) 

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Lure and Squeeze"

This works with a company that is very distressed on paper, with impossibly high debt, consistently 
high annual losses but very few assets, making it look as if bankruptcy must be imminent. The stock 
price gradually falls as people new to the stock short it on the basis of the poor outlook for the 
company, until the number of shorted shares greatly exceeds the total number of shares that are not held
by those aware of the lure and squeeze scheme (call them "people in the know"). In the meantime, 
people in the know increasingly purchase the stock as it drops to lower and lower prices. When the 
short interest has reached a maximum, the company announces it has made a deal with its creditors to 
settle its loans in exchange for shares of stock (or some similar kind of arrangement that leverages the 
stock price to benefit the company), knowing that those who have short positions will be squeezed as 
the price of the stock sky-rockets. Near its peak price, people in the know start to sell, and the price 
gradually falls back down again for the cycle to repeat.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Quote stuffing"

Quote stuffing is made possible by high-frequency trading programs that can execute market actions 
with incredible speed. However, high-frequency trading in and of itself is not illegal. The tactic 
involves using specialized, high-bandwidth hardware to quickly enter and withdraw large quantities of 
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orders in an attempt to flood the market, thereby gaining an advantage over slower market participants.
[9] ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-9 )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Cross-Product Manipulation"

A type of manipulation possible when financial instruments are settled based on benchmarks set by the 
trading of physical commodities, for example in United States Natural Gas Markets. The manipulator 
takes a large long (short) financial position that will benefit from the benchmark settling at a higher 
(lower) price, then trades in the physical commodity markets at such a large volume as to influence the 
benchmark price in the direction that will benefit their financial position.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Spoofing (finance)"

Spoofing is a disruptive algorithmic trading entity employed by traders to outpace other market 
participants and to manipulate commodity markets. Spoofers feign interest in trading futures, stocks 
and other products in financial markets creating an illusion of exchange pessimism in the futures 
market when many offers are being cancelled or withdrawn, or false optimism or demand when many 
offers are being placed in bad faith. Spoofers bid or offer with intent to cancel before the orders are 
filled. The flurry of activity around the buy or sell orders is intended to attract other high-frequency 
traders (HFT) to induce a particular market reaction such as manipulating the market price of a 
security. Spoofing can be a factor in the rise and fall of the price of shares and can be very profitable to 
the spoofer who can time buying and selling based on this manipulation. 

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Price-Fixing"

A very simple type of fraud where the principles who publish a price or indicator conspire to set it 
falsely and benefit their own interests. The Libor scandal for example, involved bankers setting the 
Libor rate to benefit their trader's portfolios or to make certain entities appear more creditworthy than 
they were. 

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "High Closing (finance)"

High closing is an attempt to manipulate the price of a security at the end of trading day to ensure that 
it closes higher than it should. This is usually achieved by putting in manipulative trades close to 
closing.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Cornering the market"

In cornering the market the manipulators buy sufficiently large amount of a commodity so they can 
control the price creating in effect a monopoly. For example, the brothers Nelson Bunker Hunt and 
William Herbert Hunt attempted to corner the world silver markets in the late 1970s and early 1980s, at
one stage holding the rights to more than half of the world's deliverable silver.[10] ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-TEXAS-10 ) During the Hunts' 
accumulation of the precious metal, silver prices rose from $11 an ounce in September 1979 to nearly 
$50 an ounce in January 1980.[11] ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-
NYT-11 ) Silver prices ultimately collapsed to below $11 an ounce two months later,[11] much of the 
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fall occurring on a single day now known as Silver Thursday, due to changes made to exchange rules 
regarding the purchase of commodities on margin.[12] ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-TimeBubble-12 )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "The Conduit Double Blind"

In this scam, government money is given to a Tesla, Solyndra, etc. who then money launder the cash 
through executive-held 501 c3 and c4 charities; and company assets and then provide DARK MONEY 
cash and services to political campaigns like Obama and Clinton election funds. In the case of Tesla, 
Google (an investor and boyfriend of Musk) supplied billions of dollars of web search rigging. Stock 
ownership in the companies and deals is traded for campaign funds. David Brock is a master of this 
kind of Dark Money money-laundering for political campaigns using PACS and pass-through spoofing.

Tesla and Solyndra investors have used ALL of the above tactics and more. Goldman Sachs and JP 
Morgan have thousands of staff who PROVIDE these stock market manipulation tricks to people like 
Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, et al. These kinds of financial crimes and corruption account for 
the manipulation of over ONE TRILLION DOLLARS of ill-gotten profits annually!

Given the massive stimulus packages that are in force today and expected to be implemented going 
forward, regulators need to set clear guidelines for how and when such privileged information can be 
disclosed, and impose rigorous trading restrictions for investors with access to private information. 
Failure to do so always gives unfair advantage to some and damages the level playing field in financial 
markets.

To avoid providing such unfair advantage to selected executives, the SEC and the Department of 
Justice need to develop new procedures to incorporate potential illegal transactions derived from 
information about government intervention through diverse channels. Plaintiffs advocate for a more 
transparent and consistent protocol on information disclosure regarding government’s loan programs to 
prevent similar events from recurring. For example, the government could channel the release of news 
about COVID-19-related stimulus interventions through a common platform to prevent leakage from 
diverse sources and reduce information asymmetry among investors.

The corrupt DFC loan to Kodak is the first of its kind under the Defense Production Act but not the first
ever because DOE already created the pump-and-dump scheme for tech oligarchs. Nobody should be 
surprised by Kodak trying a proven corruption scam. Since we are in unprecedented times, government
agencies and regulators need to make changes to adapt to the current situation and fulfill their mission 
to ensure a level playing field for investors even during this difficult period. Regulation never happens 
in theses scams because most California Senators and their families profit from these crimes and 
corruption.

In addition to Musk’s insidious army of corruption douche-bag enablers at Goldman Sachs, there are 
also:

- An army of worker-bee financial scam artist operatives at corrupt Welles Fargo and Deutsche Bank. 
There are about 120 people in that set of insider operatives
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- Jared Birchall, the head of Elon Musk's family office Excession LLC is a front man and bag man 
for the outside layer of Musk’s public-facing scams

- Deloitte Consulting has 17 financial advisors dedicated to ponzi scheming the appearance of 
liquidity in the Musk Empire

- Law firm Wilson Sonsini has 42 lawyers and admins dedicated to delaying, deferring and holding off
law-suits and anti-trust filings against Musk.

- McKinsey Consulting has 120 staff dedicated to authoring and distributing bullshit hype ‘white 
papers” to Congress that sell budget ideas to the government that exclusively benefit Elon Musk. 
McKinsey is also in charge of getting people appointed or hired by the government who will provide 
payola and quid pro quo back to the Musk empire.

- Corrupt law firm Covington and Burling has 27 people dedicated to influencing and changing laws 
and public policy that will exclusively protect Musk. They put Eric Holder, Steven Chu and other top 
officials into the Obama Administration based on promises by those officials to protect and fund Musk.

- James Howard is one of over 56 private investigators that Musk has hired to dig up dirt on people 
that Musk does not like and to run attacks on them.

- In-Q-Tel is a rogue off-shoot of the CIA. Musk has hired a large number of In-Q-Tel staff to engage 
in CIA-class dirty tricks against competitors and former employees who expose Musk’s lies.

- Gawker Media, AKA Gizmodo Media are a tabloid character-assassination-for-hire operation which
Musk contracts and owns interest in. They are mission-ed to to destroy the lives of others, in 
cooperation with Google’s servers. Payments for attack services, between all of the parties, have been 
uncovered.

- Google is an investor in Musk’s operations and the bosses of Google are bro-mance boyfriends of 
Musk. Google controls most perceptions on the internet using psychological manipulation tactics 
taught to them by their investor: In-Q-Tel. In-Q-Tel also works for and with Musk. Larry Page, of 
Google, and Musk got an apartment together and plan political schemes together.

- Elon Musk, or his associates have hired every hight tech law firm that could go after him in order to 
conflict-out and law firms that might get hired to go after him. His top corrupt manipulator partners-in-
legal crime include: Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, Fenwick & West, Connolly & Williams,
Perkins Coie, Steven Farina, Raol Campos and hundreds of others. In fact, a competitor of Musk’s 
was seeking a law firm to sue Musk and was told by Law firm Wilson Sonsini: “You can’t sue Elon 
Musk because he and his Sandhill road Cartel control every high tech law firm in America...” In 
some cases, Musk has sent some of his lawyers to smaller business entities that want to sue Musk. 
Musk's lawyers pretend to be lawyers who are "offering to help" the opposition company but they are 
really there to covertly sabotage their legal efforts in order to protect Musk.

Tesla and CEO Elon Musk are facing dozens of lawsuits and investigations, according to public filings.

The costs of defense and settlements burden the car maker financially at a time when Tesla is already 
cutting headcount, closing stores and delaying loan repayments. 
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Among Tesla’s most recent legal woes, the Securities and Exchange Commission has filed a motion to 
hold Musk in contempt of court. The financial regulators argue that Musk violated the agreement they 
finalized with him and Tesla in October 2018 requiring the CEO to submit his tweets for review by the 
company’s in-house counsel if they contained material business information and could potentially 
affect the company’s stock price.

Musk is represented in this matter by John C. Hueston, formerly the lead prosecutor for the federal trial
of Enron’s Jeffrey Skilling.

Beyond the contempt case, here are some of the other cases and investigations Tesla and Musk are 
facing that could most impact the company.

• NHTSA and NTSB   regularly investigate crashes involving Tesla vehicles and the use of 
“Autopilot” features. These agencies initiated new investigations in March 2019, after another 
Tesla-involved incident proved fatal for a Model 3 driver who collided with a semi-trailer in 
Delray Beach, Florida.

• According to a Department of Justice statement, a former Tesla employee named Salil Parulekar
was indicted in November 2018 for allegedly embezzling $9.3 million from Tesla by diverting 
payments from one supplier to another. The potential case, which hasn’t moved past the 
indictment, could reveal more about troubles with Tesla’s supply chain.

• Two former Tesla security employees, Karl Hansen and Sean Gouthro, filed whistleblower 
complaints via the law firm Meissner Associates to the SEC. They claim, among other things, 
that Tesla spied on workers, and covered up theft and narcotics trafficking at its battery plant in 
Sparks, Nevada.

• A former employee, Marcus Vaughn, is pursuing a class-action lawsuit against Tesla in 
California alleging that the company ignored black employees’ reports of rampant racism. Tesla 
is trying to compel arbitration, and the plaintiff’s lawyers say they are fighting Tesla’s motions.

• The National Labor Relations Board filed a complaint in August 2018 accusing Musk of 
violating labor laws with a tweet on May 20 that employees wouldn’t have stock options if they 
formed a union.

• Tesla-owned SolarCity has been the subject of multiple SEC investigations dating back to 2012,
according to Probes Reporter, a firm that publishes FOIA research for investors. (As of May 
2108, SolarCity was still under at least one SEC investigation, said Probes Reporter CEO John 
P. Gavin.)

• Musk is being sued by spelunker Verne Unsworth, whom Musk claimed without evidence was a
pedophile and child rapist. Musk lobbed those dramatic accusations at Unsworth after the cave 
diver questioned the Musk’s attempts to aid in the rescue of a Thai boys’ soccer team. Unsworth
was part of the successful rescue effort and was critical of Musk’s approach.

• In a Delaware Chancery Court, shareholders are suing Tesla alleging that the company’s 
acquisition of SolarCity in 2016 was improperly handled by the board, benefitted six out of 
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seven of Tesla’s then-board members, and was ultimately a detriment to the company and its 
minority shareholders.

Analysis by legal research firm Plainsite found at least 38 securities actions filed against Tesla or Elon 
Musk (or both) since 2010, the year the company went public. Plainsite – which founder Aaron 
Greenspan describes as a “legal transparency initiative” – scans public records across the US legal 
system to document the volume and types of litigation effecting major U.S. corporations. (Greenspan 
personally holds puts in Tesla today.)

By way of comparison, Greenspan says he found only 1 securities lawsuit against Ford Motor 
Company filed since 2016, and only 4 since 1996, although this does not include all Ford subsidiaries.

Along with the securities litigation, Plainsite also found 43 workers’ rights cases, 14 deposit theft cases,
and 20 vendor and government non-payment cases filed against Tesla since it went public in 2010. Of 
the 20 non-payment cases, 6 were from tax agencies in different states, Greenspan said.

Tesla also faces dozens of lawsuits around specific car-related issues, including allegations that 
Bluetooth doesn’t work, that Autopilot has caused Tesla cars to swerve into the wrong lanes and more. 
Most car-specific lawsuits against Tesla focus on the Model X. But Greenspan expects Model 3-related 
lawsuits to grow as the company sells more of these electric sedans. Even with all of these lawsuits, 
Musk has the taxpayer provided cash to buy off any judge, any court, any politician and any influence 
dynamic. 

- Steve Davis runs operations to manipulate actual intent for Musk’s The Boring Company.

- The pretend CFO’s in Musk’s cartel including Zachary Kirkhorn, Vaibhav Taneja, Deepak Ahuja, 
Eric Branderiz, etc., are fully aware of the lies and financial crimes that Musk’s shell game is based. 
They need to be in prison too.

- Above and beyond the army of over 3000 corruption implementation employees and 
contractors, Musk #1 protection scheme is lobbyists and political intermediaries who pay bribes 
and produce quid pro quo and revolving door payola. Podesta Group, Roberti Global, David 
Plouffe, Jeff Burton, and over 150 other groups and individuals transfer the cash, PAC omerta 
funds, jobs, real estate, sex and other goodies to politicians. Senator Dianne Feinstein’s go from 
working for Feinstein to working for Musk like a political conveyor belt. Bribes hidden via family
trust funds and elaborate shell game corporations and off-shore snake holes are the bread-and-
butter of the Musk existence.

These facts are known, they are documented in FBI, SEC, FTC, FEC and Congressional records. It is 
pathetic that Musk can operate and that he is not sitting in a federal prison cell! Elon Musk is a 
scammer, mobster, liar, pervert, drug abusing, narcissist, Senator-bribing sociopath! Musk can run and 
try to hide in Texas but there is now no place he can hide!

__________________________________________
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NOTICE: To the editors allowing idiot child "reporters" to
support Elon Musk's BS:

We file complaints against each one of your writers who has accepted compensation in order use
your publication to promote falsehoods, lies and contrived public relations tripe for Elon Musk's
narcissist self-aggrandizement campaign designed to cover-up his crimes, scams and corruptions.

Your writers have full knowledge of the proven facts in investigative documents such as:

How The Sociopath Venture Capitalists of Silicon Valley Prop Up Elon Musk And His Failed Tesla
Motors.pdf

How Does Elon Musk Maintain His Corrupt Empire Of Lies Without Getting Shut Down By The
Government?.pdf

TESLA MOTORS UPDATE #3.pdf

MUSK REPORTER.pdf

THE SICK CORRUPT EMPIRE OF ELON MUSK - THE MOVIE

THE BOOK OF TESLA EDIT ODT V.2.7.pdf

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY.pdf

and hundreds of thousands of previous news reports, FBI and SEC reports. These facts are easily
found online by anyone of, at least, grade-school intelligence level. (ie: http://american-

corruption.com/public or Reddit or Voat..or pretty much anywhere...)

We file formal complaints against each one of these shills with industry associations, your
investors and on public forums.

Your writers who selectively author fake-news hype instead of investigative journalism will be
exposed and punished. Your publication's market value and credibility will be greatly diminished

by this information manipulation. (ie, You WILL LOSE YOUR MONEY!) Such fake news
articles should be removed and accurate counter-point should be published. Without the proper

correction, it is impossible to see how your publication could not follow Gawker, San Diego
Magazine, The Outline, and the rest into the spiral of bankruptcy and termination.

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.
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_________________________________________

These tech cartel perpetrators operate a massive and abusive national sex scheme. The perverts in the
SandHill Road Venture Capital offices (ie: Kleiner Perkins, Greylock, Andreesen, Khosla, Draper 
Fisher, etc.) , located between Highway 280 down to to Santa Cruz Avenue on Sand Hill Road in 
Menlo Park, California, are the main perpetrators of this global cartel. They have taken over online 
dating sites and social media sites and used them to (SEE THE PROOF AT:  
http://www.webco22.com/social  ) spy on the public, harvest photos, put opposing citizens on 'watch-
lists', source underage sex, run HONEY TRAP campaigns and other crimes. 
( https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/brotopia-silicon-valley-secretive-orgiastic-inner-sanctum )

Their executives at Google, Facebook, Netflix, Linkedin, Twitter, and their related holdings, comprise 
the rest. The Harvey Weinstein and Ed Buck sex scandals are well known. 

( https://ktla.com/2019/09/17/dem-donor-ed-buck-arrested-after-3rd-mans-overdose-charged-with-
operating-west-hollywood-drug-house/ )

These sex cult actions have been widely covered in the news individually, ie:

- The Joe Lonsdale rape case

( https://europetodaynews.wordpress.com/2017/04/28/joe-lonsdale-rapist-abusive-frat-boy-and-
mysoginst-or-gods-gift-to-women/ )

- The Kleiner Perkins Ellen Pao sex abuse lawsuit

( https://www.eandblaw.com/employment-discrimination-blog/2016/02/19/pao-v-kleiner-perkins/ )

- The Eric Schmidt sex penthouse

( https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2377785/Google-CEO-serial-womanizer-Eric-Schmidt-
spends-15-million-dollars-private-doorman-Manhattan-penthouse-totally-soundproofed.html )

- The Jeffrey Epstein case

( https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article220097825.html )

- The Google Forrest Hayes hooker murder case

( https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/07/09/google-exec-hayes-killed-by-call-girl/12422797/ ) 

- The Google Andy Rubin sex slave case

( https://conservativedailypost.com/android-co-founder-accused-of-running-sex-slave-ring/ )

- The Sergy Brin 3-way sex romp scandal

( https://nexter.org/google-sex-scandal-sergey-brin-playboy-book-alleges )

- The Steve Bing Case

( https://newspunch.com/steve-bing-clinton-friend-associate-epstein-links-dead/ )

- The Hydrant investigation
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( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Hydrant )

- The Elon Musk Steve Jurvetson billionaire sex parties scandals

( https://pagesix.com/2018/02/12/elon-musk-sported-interesting-getup-at-alleged-sex-party/ )

- The NXIVM sexual slave cases

( https://www.oxygen.com/crime-time/nxivm-sex-slave-details-horrific-allegations-against-keith-
raniere )

- The San Francisco 'One Taste' Sex Cult for Tech Elites now under FBI investigation

( https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8962029/Inside-orgasm-cult-investigation-FBI.html )

- The Michael Goguen anal sex slave   c  ase

( https://www.news.com.au/finance/tech-titan-michael-goguen-of-sequioa-capital-kept-amber-baptiste-
as-a-sex-slave-for-13-years/news-story/91012180fc3b23d50c1e6be8105c92e7 )

- The Tom Perkins Hooker Parties

( https://fortune.com/2018/01/02/brotopia-book-silicon-valley-sex-party/ )

and thousands of other cases and federal divorce court filings.( https://www.pacer.gov/ )

This group of people have proven themselves, over and over, to be sociopath control freaks not fit for 
participation in public commerce, public policy or media control. 

( https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/09/19/551810814/silicon-valley-s-ellen-pao-
tackles-sex-discrimination-workplace-diversity-in-mem )

( https://nypost.com/2018/01/03/book-details-tech-bros-drug-fueled-sex-parties-in-silicon-valley/ )

The Four Seasons Hotel and Rosewood Hotels in Silicon Valley are estimated to engage in over 
$30,000.00 of high-end escort sex trafficking per day, a portion of it managed by Eastern Bloc Mafia 
operators. 

( https://www.thedailybeast.com/silicon-valleys-sex-workers-are-being-priced-out-of-the-city-by-their-
own-clients )

( https://escortontop.com/hotel-escorts.htm )

( https://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/05/silicon-valley-cougar-nights-love )

( https://www.quora.com/Do-escorts-really-use-the-Rosewood-Hotel-lobby-bar-in-Menlo-Park )

- The Elon Musk sex perversions are the tip of the iceberg.

( https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8426719/Cara-Delevingne-three-way-affair-Amber-Heard-
Elon-Musk.html )
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At least 10 Ukrainian escorts fly in and out of SFO and SJO airports every week for these Cartel 
members. Google boss David Drummond engaged in horrible philandering sexual violations of his wife
yet Google covers up every story about it on the web. Google's Eric Schmidt is under massive 
investigation. 

( 
http://american-corruption.com/Eric_Schmidt_Has_A_Psychotic_Need_To_Control_Governments_An
d_Society.html )

You hear about the female victims of this sex cult but you rarely hear about the young male victims. 
One of their vast numbers of prostitutes is quoted as saying that the girls and boys are paid "not just for
sex but for the oligarch's endless need to feel that they can control anyone for any reason...". Multiple 
attorney general's controlled by their cartel, ie: Eric Schneiderman and Eliot Spitzer , are involved this 
these sex rings. 

( https://newspunch.com/eric-schneiderman-nxivm-child-sex-slaves-clintons/ )

( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eliot_Spitzer )

These are the main influencers of a national public policy and they are all involved in horrific sex 
perversions and abuses! The associates political figures financed by this sex Cartel include: Illinois 
State Representative, Keith Farnham, who has resigned and was charged with possession of child 
pornography and has been accused of bragging at an online site about sexually molesting a 6-year-old
girl; Spokesperson for the Arkansas Democratic Party, Harold Moody, Jr, who was charged with 
distribution and possession of child pornography; Radnor Township Board of Commissioners member, 
Philip Ahr, who resigned from his position after being charged with possession of child pornography 
and abusing children between 2 and 6 years-old; Activist and BLM organizer, Charles Wade, who was 
arrested and charged with human trafficking and underage prostitution; Texas attorney and activist, 
Mark Benavides, who was charged with having sex with a minor, inducing a child under 18 to have 
sex and compelling prostitution of at least nine legal clients and possession of child pornography, he 
was found guilty on six counts of sex trafficking; Virginia Delegate, Joe Morrissey, who was indicted 
on charges connected to his relationship with a 17-year-old girl and was charged with supervisory 
indecent liberties with a minor, electronic solicitation of a minor, possession of child pornography and 
distribution of child pornography; Massachusetts Congressman, Gerry Studds, who was censured by 
the House of Representatives after he admitted to an inappropriate relationship with a 17-year-old 
page; Former Mayor of Stillwater, New York, Rick Nelson who was plead guilty to five counts of 
possession of child pornography of children less than 16 years of age; Mayor of Clayton, New York, 
Dale Kenyon, who was indicted for sexual acts against a teenager; Former Mayor of Hubbard, Ohio, 
Richard Keenan, who was given a life sentence in jail for raping a 4-year-old girl; Former Mayor of 
Winston, Oregeon, Kenneth Barrett, who was arrested for setting up a meeting to have sex with a 14-
year-old girl who turned out to be a police officer; The Mayor of Randolph, Nebraska, Dwayne L. 
Schutt, who was arrested and charged with four counts of felony third-degree sexual assault of a child 
and one count of intentional child abuse. The associates political figures financed by this sex Cartel 
also include: The Former Mayor of Dawson, Georgia, Christopher Wright, who was indicted on the 
charges of aggravated child molestation, aggravated sodomy, rape, child molestation and statutory 
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rape of an 11-year-old boy and a 12-year-old girl; Former Mayor of Stockton, California, Anthony 
Silva, who was charged with providing alcohol to young adults during a game of strip poker that 
included a 16-year-old boy at a camp for underprivileged children run by the mayor; Former Mayor of
Millbrook, New York, Donald Briggs, who was arrested and charged with inappropriate sexual contact
with a person younger than 17; The party leader for Victoria County, Texas, Stephen Jabbour, who 
plead guilty to possession and receiving over half a million child pornographic images; DNC activist 
and fundraiser, Terrence Bean, who was arrested on charges of sodomy and sex abuse in a case 
involving a 15-year-old boy; DNC Party Chairman for Davidson County, Tennessee, Rodney Mullin, 
who resigned amid child pornography allegations; DNC activist, Andrew Douglas Reed, who pleaded 
guilty to multiple counts of 2nd-degree sexual exploitation of a minor for producing child 
pornography; DNC official from Terre Haute, Indiana, David Roberts who was sentenced to federal 
prison for producing and possessing child pornography including placing hidden cameras in the 
bedrooms and bathrooms at a home he shared with two minor female victims; Democratic California 
Congressman, Tony Cárdenas, who is being sued in LA County for allegedly sexually abused a 16-
year-old girl; Democratic aide to Senator Barbara Boxer, Jeff Rosato, who plead guilty to charges of 
trading in child pornography; Alaskan State Representative, Dean Westlake, who resigned from his 
seat after the media published a report alleging he fathered a child with a 16-year-old girl when he 
was 28; New Jersey State Assemblyman, Neil Cohen, who was convicted of possession and distribution
of child pornography; DNC donor and billionaire, Jeffrey Epstein, ran an underage child sex brothel 
for The Commission and was convicted of soliciting underage girls for prostitution; New York 
Congressman, Anthony Weiner, who plead guilty to transferring obscene material to a minor as part 
of a plea agreement for sexted and sending Twitter DMs to underage girls as young as 15; DNC donor,
activist, and Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein is being criminally prosecuted and civilly sued for 
years of sexual abuse (that was well known “secret” in Hollywood) including underage sexual 
activities with aspiring female actresses; DNC activist and #metoo proponent, Asia Argento, settled a 
lawsuit for sexual harassment stemming from sexual activities with an underage actor; Mayor of 
Racine, Wisconsin, Gary Becker, who was convicted of attempted child seduction, child pornography, 
and other child sex crimes; Democratic Seattle Mayor Ed Murray resigned after multiple accusations 
of child sexual abuse were levied against him including by family members; San Francisco Mayoral 
candidate John Molinari had his daughter removed from his home by San Francisco Police for his 
abuse of her according to SFPD reports; San Francisco Mayoral candidate Roger Boas was arrested 
for running an underage sex brothel which catered to San Francisco political elite; DNC activist and 
aid to NYC Mayor De Blasio, Jacob Schwartz was arrested on possession of 3,000+ child 
pornographic images; Democratic activist and actor, Russell Simmons, was sued based on an 
allegation of sexual assault where he coerced an underage model for sex; DNC Governor of Oregon, 
Neil Goldschmidt, after being caught by a newspaper, publicly admitted to having a past sexual 
relationship with a 13-year-old girl after the statute of limitations on the rape charges had expired; 
Democratic Illinois Congressman, Mel Reynolds resigned from Congress after he was convicted of 
statutory rape of a 16-year-old campaign volunteer; Democratic New York Congressman, Fred 
Richmond, was arrested in Washington D.C. for soliciting sex from a 16-year-old boy; Democratic 
activist, donor, and director, Roman Polanski, fled the country after pleading guilty to statutory rape 
of a 13-year-old girl - Democrats and Hollywood actors still defend him to this day, including, Whoopi



Goldberg, Martin Scorcese, Woody Allen, David Lynch, Wim Wenders, Pedro Almodovar, Tilda 
Swinton and Monica Bellucci; Democratic State Senator from Alaska, George Jacko, was found 
guilty of sexual harassment of an underage legislative page; Democratic State Representative 
candidate for Colorado, Andrew Myers, was convicted for possession of child pornography and 
enticing children; Illinois Congressman, Gus Savage was investigated by the Democrat-controlled 
House Committee on Ethics for attempting to rape an underage female Peace Corps volunteer in 
Zaire; Activist, donor, and spokesperson for Subway, Jared Fogle, was convicted of distribution and 
receipt of child pornography and traveling to engage in illicit sexual conduct with a minor; State 
Department official, Carl Carey, under Hillary Clinton’s state department, was arrested on ten counts 
of child porn possession; Maine Assistant Attorney General, James Cameron, was sentenced to just 
over 15 years in federal prison for seven counts of child porn possession, receipt and transmission; 
Leading DNC boss and financier Ed Buck was arrested for killing gay prostitutes and running a sex 
and drug ring; State Department official, Daniel Rosen, under Hillary Clinton’s state department, was
arrested and charged with allegedly soliciting sex from a minor over the internet; State Department 
official, James Cafferty, pleaded guilty to one count of transportation of child pornography; 
Democratic radio host, Bernie Ward, plead guilty to one count of sending child pornography over the 
Internet; Democratic deputy attorney general from California, Raymond Liddy, was arrested for 
possession of child pornography. There are THOUSANDS of other sex crime cases involving 
associates of the tech Cartel. All of these perpetrators had financing from and social and political 
direction from the Silicon Valley controlling perpetrators.

An inordinate number of the members are closeted homosexuals who seek to use their media 
monopolies and massive lobbyist ownership's to promote child sex and child sex change consideration. 
They have fake straight wives, called "beards" to help them keep up the appearance of being straight. A
large portion of the so-called "Paypal Mafia" are homosexual.They organize to promote Netflix and 
similar media outlets to produce underage gay sex movies and normalize their deviant interests in a 
radical political manner. 

( https://nationalnewsnetwork.net/video/the-silicon-valley-mafia-cartel )

( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PayPal_Mafia )

( https://nypost.com/2016/10/09/the-sex-slave-scandal-that-exposed-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-
epstein/ )

Hence the massive, sudden, promotion of those issues in all of their media since they took power in 
2008 and pretty much ran the Obama White House. 

( https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/fashion/silicon-valley-embrace-gay-and-lesbian-
community.html )

( https://www.wired.com/2007/11/how-paypal-gave/ )

( https://topica.asia/news/biggest-secret-of-silicon-valley-mafia-network/ )

Just like the Taliban don't give a second thought to cutting off someone's head, the German's don't blink
about gassing and cooking Jews, ISIS has no qualms about making young prisoners into sex slaves, et 

https://topica.asia/news/biggest-secret-of-silicon-valley-mafia-network/
https://www.wired.com/2007/11/how-paypal-gave/
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/fashion/silicon-valley-embrace-gay-and-lesbian-community.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/fashion/silicon-valley-embrace-gay-and-lesbian-community.html
https://topica.asia/news/biggest-secret-of-silicon-valley-mafia-network/
https://www.wired.com/2007/11/how-paypal-gave/
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/fashion/silicon-valley-embrace-gay-and-lesbian-community.html
https://nypost.com/2016/10/09/the-sex-slave-scandal-that-exposed-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-epstein/
https://nypost.com/2016/10/09/the-sex-slave-scandal-that-exposed-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-epstein/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PayPal_Mafia
https://nationalnewsnetwork.net/video/the-silicon-valley-mafia-cartel
https://nypost.com/2016/10/09/the-sex-slave-scandal-that-exposed-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-epstein/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PayPal_Mafia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PayPal_Mafia
https://thehustle.co/the-best-time-to-be-gay-in-silicon-valley
https://nationalnewsnetwork.net/video/the-silicon-valley-mafia-cartel


al...these tech nut balls live in, and operate, a TED-based brain washing culture that promotes "ANY 
EVIL FOR THE POWER OF THE CAUSE". The "Cause" is pure yuppie greed and control of society 
for their own self-satisfaction. Youtube's Ann Wojcicki, Theranos' Elizabeth Holmes and Tesla's Elon 
Musk are psychologically incapable of seeing the fact that they are sociopath assholes. When they 
cruise down to Robert's snooty market in Woodside, California; they reinforce each other's fantasy 
perception of the fake world they have created with their air kisses and their snide comments. Their 
mutual tunnel-vision has set them on the path to madness. Thousands of their employees, business 
partners, neighbors, ex-boyfriends and girlfriends have testified to their mentally unstable conditions. 
They have no right to run monopolies in America using resources paid for by the taxpayers!

They assholes of tech are now being systematically hunted down, exposed and terminated using 100% 
legal AI and Law Enforcement digital forensics! 

Why does the Silicon Valley-controlled "Main-stream Media" cover all of these news stories up? 
Because they are part of the crimes!

-------------------------------------------

CRONY CAPITALISM
White House Staff including Rahm Emanual, Bill Daley, Jay Carney, David Plouffe, Robert Gibbs, 
Steve Rattner, David Axelrod, John Podesta, et al; and The Secretary of Energy Steven Chu and the 
Chief Counsel for the United States Department of Energy Daniel Cohen and Bill Cooper were, (from 
2007 forward), either financed by, friends, with, sleeping with, dating the staff of, holding stock market
assets in, promised a revolving door job or government service contracts from, partying with, personal 
friends with, photographed at private events with, exchanging emails with, business associates of or 
directed by; our business adversaries, or the Senators and Department of Energy politicians that those 
business adversaries pay campaign finances to, or supply political digital search manipulation services 
to. Criminal U.S. Senators coordinated and profited in these schemes. Their own family members have 
now supplied evidence against them. Elon Musk and his frat boys display their self-aggrandizing vanity
in sociopath glory because nobody tells them "no". Now we are calling them out! 

From 2007 forward, The White House and The Department Of Energy were controlled by the Silicon 
Valley tech oligarchs for monopolistic profiteering! That is a violation of the law, the Constitution and 
the American Way. The named person's we have presented to the FBI, DOJ, SEC and other agencies, 
engaged in crimes to personally profit in the stock market and political venues. At the same time they 
operated the command and control of millions of dollars of defamation, character assassination and 
black-list attacks against us for reporting their crimes. These perpetrators are now being exposed, 
arrested, indicted and drained of their ill-gotten profits. We are owed our damages compensation and 
we will not rest until we get it! Every member of the public is invited to help crowd-source the 
termination of these corrupt crooks.

We worked for, with, in and around the White House and The Department of Energy. We were at the 



homes of the most famous people in government and their Silicon Valley financiers. We have 
cooperated with top law enforcement and Congressional investigators. Additional whistle-blowers have
provided our effort with even more evidence. Ourselves, and investigating agencies, have absolute 
proof of the crimes, corruption and illicit activities and the ongoing cover-ups.

-------------------------------------------------

STATE SPONSORED REVENGE AND REPRISAL
PROGRAMS OPERATED BY PUBLIC OFFICIALS

Agency staff were ordered to harm Applicants by manipulating their benefits in order to deny, delay, 
obfuscate and reduce their income as reprisal for their assistance to law enforcement in a political 
corruption and money laundering matter. Agency staff, ranging from the lowest level staff at the San 
Francisco, San Mateo, Los Angeles and Marin offices, and up to the director headquarters offices, 
participated in this reprisal-vendetta-revenge action to harm Applicants. Applicant’s peers have filed 
DOJ and FBI criminal referrals, launched federal investigations and the assertions have been proven in 
numerous IG, FBI, Congressional and major news media investigations. Agency offices have failed to 
provide responsive FOIA requested data, hearing investigation data and fair responses because some of 
their staff are STILL operating a criminal cover-up which has now been update-reported to the FBI, 
Congress, the IG, the AG and investigative reporters.

Other federal agencies have complied, verified and provided the requested deliverables. SSA and DOE 
have pointed the searchlight of suspicion on themselves, laser-like, by their overt failure to comply, 
unlike every other agency. Ironically, the political financing of their executives and their personal 
relationships “happens” to be with the exact same Silicon Valley oligarchs under felony criminal 
investigations. The stock market brokerage records, family trust accounts, PAC trace-routing, Interpol 
records and SEC investigation records proves it! 

Unfortunately for the crooked agency staff, some Applicants have the authority, law enforcement 
credentials and training to arrest any person at their home or office and remand them to the FBI, DOJ 
or Sheriff. SSA and DOE staff should not longer screw around! For example: Every “unsigned” SSA 
email is tracked to the individual author by their IP address, device IMEI, web camera, building key 
card, door camera, parking lot use chart, building camera, vehicle tracking circuits, text dba records, 
keyboard UI/UX patterns, motherboard ID #, DNS routing, stingray read-outs and a vast number of 
other metrics. Applicant investigation peers know the exact person that wrote every SSA email or 
document or file request. There is no such thing as an anonymous SSA email. Transparency is the 
Applicants middle name. The FBI and CIA people that SSA and DOE insiders think are their “buddies”
may actually be the APPLICANTS buddies!

You will either give the Applicant his money and damages compensation, from his 2007 benefits 
filings, forward, or suffer the consequences of the rapid acceleration of one of the largest investigations
in modern history, supported by millions of voters with a shared peer-to-peer forensics social media 
network, the FBI and Congress. With the push of a single button, our latest info can be in the inbox of 
every blogger and independent investigative journalist in the world, in minutes.

History has proven that non-corrupt portions of federal agencies and public service law and community
action firms have executed on their willingness to expend millions of dollars of resources to fight this 



injustice. Every individual involved in this at SSA and DOE are on a forensic database. No person at 
SSA or DOE who uses our government as a garage sale for corruption favors or a kill mill for political
reprisals will avoid the 100% legally executed consequences. They will be targeted and prosecuted 
even more profoundly than the Applicants waere targeted with IC-type hit jobs.

This felony criminal investigation case, is documented on thousands of websites and in dozens of 
federal court case records in which Applicant won the case or was vindicated in the case and in 
thousands of news websites. Applicants researchers and investigators disagree with any decision by any
agency which causes a delay in response which puts the applicants in jeopardy for their life and safety. 
Testifying, and/or reporting about this crime has resulted in the death, potentially by murder, of the 
following individuals who reported to the authorities about this crime matter: Rajeev Motwani; Gary 
D. Conley; Seth Rich; Philip Haney; David Bird; Doug Bourn; Misti Epstein; Joshua Brown; Kenneth 
Bellando; Moritz Erhardt; Imran Aliev; Kate Matrosova; David Drye; Vincent Foster; Kathy 
Ferguson; Duane Garrett; Eric S. Fox; Judi Gibbs; Berta Caceres; Suzanne Coleman; L.J. Davis; 
John Hillyer; Stanley Huggins; Sandy Hume; Shawn Lucas; Gary Johnson; John Jones; John F. 
Kennedy, Jr.; Stephen Ivens; Mary 'Caity' Mahoney; Eric Butera; Danny Casolara; John Ashe; Tony 
Moser; Larry Nichols; Joseph Rago; Ron Brown; Bob Simon; Don Adams; Peter Smith; Victor Thorn; 
Lori Klausutis; Gareth Williams; Daphne Caruana Galizia; James D Johnston; Dave Goldberg; 
Loretta Fuddy; Paul Wilcher; Gary Webb; Beranton J. Whisenant Jr; Stanley Meyer; Jon Parnell 
Walker; Tyler Drumheller; Barnaby Jack; Dominic Di-Natale; Barbara Wise; Ilya Zhitomirskiy; Jeff 
Joe Black; Robin Copeland; John Wheeler; Ashley Turton; Michael Hastings; Antonin Scalia; David 
Koschman; David Werner; Alex Okrent; Kam Kuwata; Larry Frankel; And hundreds more connected 
to this case who suddenly, and strangely, turned up dead in this case and, ironically, their deaths all 
benefit the suspects in this case. Applicants are also whistle-blowers who have been previously 
attacked in reprisal and who have been threatened with continued harm and death.
Because this case involves a huge number of deaths, spies, trillions of dollars of energy industry funds, 
hit-jobs and epic political dirty tricks contracts there is a warning in effect to every suspect on "the 
list". "If any other principle whistle-blower in this case is killed, within 24 hours of their death, 
every person on "the list" will experience the worst possible outcome!"
Any delay, obfuscation, cover-up, FOIA refusal or other obscuring tactic by each and every member of 
an agency employee or contracting entity will be prosecuted on a person-by-person basis. Each 
employee or official who causes, by their action, further harm to the Applicants will be sued personally,
have their assets garnished and will have a formal criminal referral authored and submitted to the FBI, 
DOJ, FTC, Congress and the news media. Applicants have sued the highest level personnel in the 
government for corruption, launched FBI and Congressional investigations against them and had them 
removed from their jobs and placed under permanent surveillance. The court and news records prove 
this fact. Do not imagine that any reprisal action by a public agency staffer will go unnoticed or 
unpunished by federal law enforcement, public forensics and major independent news media 
investigations.

Pay the Applicants their damages compensation, whistle-blower fees, back-fees and offset monies 
NOW!

RELATED COURT CASES:

Case No. 1:20-cv-03010 ( Google monopoly and competitor attacks case)

Case No. 11-CV-2509  ( https://www.cand.uscourts.gov/judges/koh-lucy-h-lhk/in-re-high-tech-
employee-antitrust-litigation/   )



Task force Case No. 20-xyz2020a  ( http://www.case-xyz2020a.com/ )

Case No. 20-03664 (   https://www.insurancejournal.com/app/uploads/2020/06/brown-v-google.pdf )

Case No. 1:12-CV-00774-mms and related cases. ( https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/the-
administration/250109-a-case-study-in-pay-to-play-cronyism. Criminal referrals against the 
attackers have been filed with the FBI, DOJ, SEC, FEC, FTC )

Case No. 18-cv-8865 (S.D.N.Y.)(SEC v. Elon Musk for lies and scams )

Case No. 18-cv-8947 (S.D.N.Y.)( SEC v. Tesla, Inc. for lies and scams )

Case No. 1:14-cv-270143 ( Google racketeering charges - 
https://artistrightswatch.com/2017/10/08/googles-racketeering-challenge/ )

Case No. 1:19-cr-00490 ( United States v. Epstein - Big tech sex cult crimes case )

Case No. 129 So.3d 1196 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014); 170 So.3d 125 (Fla. 2d DCA 2015) ( Gawker Media, 
LLC v. Bollea in which Gawker, Deadspin, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Jezebel, Kotaku and Lifehacker were
exposed as character assassination and money-laundering fronts working for notorious third 
parties)
Case No. 19-cv-343672 James Martin (on behalf of ALPHABET INC) v Larry Page et al (Sex Cults 
In Silicon Valley )
Case No. CGC-11-508414 , California Superior Court, San Francisco (Plaintiff v Google )
Case No. 3:16-cv-03061 U.S. DISTRICT COURT, NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, San
Francisco Division ( Plaintiff V. Google/Alphabet/YouTube)

Case No. 18-CIV05380 Rubin Vs. Rubin (Google sex cult and sex slave charges )
Case No. : 1:17 - cv - 06404   Vs. Rubin (Organized crime sex trafficking by stock market 
manipulators )
Case No. D.C. No. 3:17-cv-05369- VC (Big tech harassment of outsiders)
And 200+ other cases related to the same Cartel members including many lawsuits against Google 
for corruption, sex trafficking, racketeering and other forms of their usual crimes. Google's 
financier, political manipulation partner and spying command-and-control operative: In-Q-tel, was 
also sued for running dirty tricks campaigns against the Whistle-blowers. In-Q-Tel was forced to 
come to court in San Francisco and watch the Corbett Report's expose on them ( 
https://www.corbettreport.com/meet-in-q-tel-the-cias-venture-capital-firm-preview/     and    
https://www.corbettreport.com/siliconvalley/   ) and then try to explain to the judge why they are a 
"non-profit charity" when they run dirty tricks campaigns for politicians and were caught with tons 
of cocaine on their airplanes.

Related Precedents -

See-   Founding Church of Scientology v. Bell , 603 F.2d 945, 949 (D.C. Cir. 1979)

See - King v. U.S. Dep't of Justice , 830 F.2d 210, 223-24 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (emphasis in original)

See - Mead Data Central, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of the Air Force , 566 F.2d 242, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1977



See - Competitive Enter. Inst. v. Office of Sci. & Tech. Policy , 827 F.3d 145, 149-50 (D.C. Cir. 2016);
cf. 

See - Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Kerry , 844 F.3d 952, 955-56 (D.C. Cir. 2016)   Id. at 8 

See -   Al-Fayed v. Central Intelligence Agency, 254 F.3d 300, 306 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (Al-Fayed) Id. at 
308. 

See - : Wadelton v. Department of State, 13-0412 ESH, 2013 WL 1760853 (D.D. Cir. 2013) 
(Wadelton

See -   Id. Document 10, Filed 04/25/13, Page 6 of 8 (citing ACLU-NC v.DOD , 2006 WL 1469418, at
*1-2;   Amer. Civil Liberties Union of N. Cal. v. Dep't of Justice , No. C 04-4447, 2005 WL 588354, at
*5-7 (N.D. Cal Mar. 11, 2005))

See - Edmonds v. FBI , CIV.A. 02-1294 (ESH), 2002 WL 32539613 (D.D.C. Dec. 3, 2002)

See - U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II

ADDITIONAL PRESS CLIPPINGS, MEMES AND NEWS 
REPORTS ON THIS CASE CAN ALSO BE FOUND AT:

(MIRROR 1 )

(MIRROR 2 )

(MIRROR 3 )
(MIRROR 4 )

(MIRROR 5 )

(MIRROR 6 )
And thousands of other torrents and mirror sites around the globe... 

http://www.federal-report.com/AAA_IMAGES
http://case-xyz2020a.com/AAA_IMAGES
http://american-corruption.com/AAA_IMAGES
https://webco22.com/pix
https://www.dropbox.com/l/scl/AAAwmQ66c8eikNXgedVEFIWUupMJIAMgdE4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1uc1zyfmncjcup7/AABbLPzOjaX7DF-5loqMtQD_a?dl=0


ADDITIONAL VIDEO OF NEWS COVERAGE AND 
DOCUMENTARIES ABOUT THIS CASE CAN ALSO BE 
FOUND AT:

(MIRROR 1 )

(MIRROR 2 )

(MIRROR 3 )
And thousands of other torrents and mirror sites around the globe... 

KEY PUBLIC REPORTS AND POLICE REPORTS ABOUT 
THIS CASE CAN ALSO BE FOUND AT:
(MIRROR 1 )
(MIRROR 2 )
(MIRROR 3 )
And thousands of other torrents and mirror sites around the globe...

http://www.federal-report.com/public_reports/%20
http://www.federal-report.com/public/
http://case-xyz2020a.com/public
http://www.testimony111.com/AAA_VIDEOS
http://www.federal-report.com/AAA_VIDEOS
http://case-xyz2020a.com/AAA_VIDEOS


KEY REPORTS ABOUT THE CORRUPTION CARTEL, 
BASED OUT OF SAN FRANCISCO CITY HALL, THAT 
STARTED ALL THIS, CAN BE FOUND AT:

San Francisco Corruption Reports

Ongoing FBI Corruption Probe

San Francisco City Hall Corruption

FBI San Francisco Announces New Charges

CORRUPTION CENTRAL

SAN FRANCISCO CORRUPTION: City Hall, Pacific Heights 
And Silicon Valley Scum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_graft_trials

https://www.searchingsanfrancisco.org/ - You Can't Swing A Cat 
In San Francisco City Hall Without Hitting A Mobster

PUC   boss   Harlan Kelly   arrested   by Feds, charged in bribery ...  
https://missionlocal.org/2020/11/puc-boss-harlan-kelly-arested-by-feds-charged-in-bribery-scheme/

PUC boss Harlan Kelly arrested by Feds, charged in bribery scheme, resigns ... the Zelig-like avatar of
San Francisco institutional corruption, ... The stench of corruption at SF City Hall exceeds even the 
stench of human feces on City streets. Where was the District Attorney and City Attorney with their 
squads of highly paid staff while the ...

SFPUC chief charged with accepting   bribes   in alleged   City   ...  
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/sfpuc-chief-charged-with-accepting-bribes-in-alleged-city-

hall-corruption-scheme/ar-BB1bv5ri
Federal prosecutors have charged San Francisco Public Utilities Commission chief Harlan Kelly for 
allegedly accepting bribes from a contractor — taking international trips, free meals and ...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/sfpuc-chief-charged-with-accepting-bribes-in-alleged-city-hall-corruption-scheme/ar-BB1bv5ri
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/sfpuc-chief-charged-with-accepting-bribes-in-alleged-city-hall-corruption-scheme/ar-BB1bv5ri
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/sfpuc-chief-charged-with-accepting-bribes-in-alleged-city-hall-corruption-scheme/ar-BB1bv5ri
https://missionlocal.org/2020/11/puc-boss-harlan-kelly-arested-by-feds-charged-in-bribery-scheme/
https://missionlocal.org/2020/11/puc-boss-harlan-kelly-arested-by-feds-charged-in-bribery-scheme/
https://www.searchingsanfrancisco.org/
https://www.searchingsanfrancisco.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_graft_trials
https://thepoliticalwarroom.com/san-francisco-ate-up-with-corruption/
https://thepoliticalwarroom.com/san-francisco-ate-up-with-corruption/
https://www.foundsf.org/index.php?title=CORRUPTION_CENTRAL:_PETER_P._McDONOUGH
https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/sanfrancisco/news/press-releases/fbi-san-francisco-announces-new-charges-plea-deals-in-san-francisco-city-hall-corruption-investigation
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/06/11/san-francisco-corruption-scandal-mayor-breed-fires-indicted-city-fix-it-program-director/
https://sfist.com/2020/07/15/ongoing-fbi-corruption-probe-hits-three-more-sf-city-departments-with-subpoenas/
http://sanfrancisco.newsplus007.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=san%20francisco%20city%20hall%20boss%20arrested%20for%20bribes+site:missionlocal.org&t=h_
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=san%20francisco%20city%20hall%20boss%20arrested%20for%20bribes+site:www.msn.com&t=h_


Head of SFPUC charged in public corruption probe -   San   ...  
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/news/2020/11/30/head-of-sfpuc-charged-in-public-

corruption-probe.html
Kelly, 58, was charged with one count of honest services wire fraud for allegedly engaging in a bribery 
scheme and corrupt partnership with Walter Wong, a San Francisco permit expeditor and ...

San     Francisco   Recology Exec Accused of Paying Off DPW   
Head ...

https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/san-francisco/san-francisco-recology-exec-accused-of-
paying-off-dpw-head-charged-with-bribery-money-laundering/2402801/
San Francisco Recology Exec Accused of Paying Off DPW Head Charged With Bribery, Money 
Laundering By Bay City News • Published November 18, 2020 • Updated on November 18, 2020 at 
9:45 pm Getty ...

New charges in Nuru scandal accuse former Recology 
manager ...

https://sfbayca.com/2020/11/18/new-charges-in-nuru-scandal-accuse-former-recology-manager-of-
bribery-money-laundering/
Bovis was arrested back in January along with Nuru in connection with an unsuccessful scheme to 
bribe a San Francisco International Airport commissioner to aid Bovis in obtaining a restaurant 
concession in 2018. Bovis was charged with two counts of fraud, while Nuru was charged with fraud 
and lying to the FBI.

San     Francisco   Official Charged With Corruption in FBI ...  
https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/san-francisco/san-francisco-public-works-director-arrested-

on-suspicion-of-public-corruption/2222125/
A top San Francisco public official and go-to bureaucrat to mayors over two decades was charged with
public corruption Tuesday, upending City Hall as elected leaders scrambled to reassure the ...

San     Francisco   Utilities Chief Faces Bribery Charge in ...  
https://www.courthousenews.com/san-francisco-utilities-chief-faces-bribery-charge-in-corruption-

probe/
"Bribery scams undermine our faith in city government," said David Anderson, U.S. Attorney for the 
Northern District of California, in a statement Monday. "Our investigation into City Hall corruption 
will continue." San Francisco Mayor London Breed announced that she has accepted Kelly's 
resignation.

https://www.courthousenews.com/san-francisco-utilities-chief-faces-bribery-charge-in-corruption-probe/
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https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/san-francisco/san-francisco-public-works-director-arrested-on-suspicion-of-public-corruption/2222125/
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https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/san-francisco/san-francisco-public-works-director-arrested-on-suspicion-of-public-corruption/2222125/
https://sfbayca.com/2020/11/18/new-charges-in-nuru-scandal-accuse-former-recology-manager-of-bribery-money-laundering/
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Recology exec accused of paying off SF DPW head charged ...
https://www.ktvu.com/news/recology-exec-accused-of-paying-off-sf-dpw-head-charged-with-

bribery-money-laundering
A former manager for San Francisco's garbage collection agency Recology has been charged with 
bribery and money laundering in connection to the SF DPW corruption scandal.

S.F.   City   Administrator Naomi Kelly takes leave of absence ...  
https://darkweb-sites.com/?p=68372

City Administrator Naomi Kelly took a voluntary six-week leave of absence Wednesday, two days after
federal prosecutors revealed a bribery case against her husband, former San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission chief Harlan Kelly.. Naomi Kelly has not been charged with a crime. But the criminal 
complaint against her husband alleges she attended a 2016 family vacation that federal ...

City     Hall   corruption case: What's next for S.F.   City   ...  
https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/City-Hall-corruption-case-What-s-next-for-15767978.php

San Francisco City Commissioner Naomi Kelly officiates the wedding of Heather Lee and Andrew 
Lindgren of San Francisco while on the Mayor's Balcony in San Francisco City Hall in San 
Francisco ...

The solipsistic self-aggrandizing corrupt pigs in San Francisco's 
City Hall and Pacific Heights are being hunted down (100% 
legally) and eviscerated by the FBI, public task forces like ours, 
the news media, private citizens and the biggest email leaks in 
history. Hundreds of people will be taken down. The few arrests 
you have read about in the media are only the beginning.We are 
all starting at the bottom of the cesspool and working our way 
up, all the way through Elon Musk, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, et
al, and up to the White House. They will not escape, even in 
death. Roger Boas, Jeffrey Epstein, et al, may not still be lurking
around but the truth about them will live on FOREVER!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Organized Crime Bosses And Their 
Assassin Operatives
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“To date, every single one of the targets that attacked us: 1.) have 
been sued; 2.) investigated by the government and our private 
investigators; 3.) had case files opened on them by the IRS, DOJ, 
GAO, FBI, FEC, SEC, FTC and others; 4.) placed under 
surveillance; 5.) had whistle-blowers and ex-staff expose them; 6.) 
been tracked across every social media post that has ever been 
made about them; 7.) had all of their illicit campaign funding and 
covert PAC cash exposed; 8.) had all of their family trust and shell 
corporation hiding places tracked and exposed by AI forensic 
software that works around-the-clock and 9.) placed on law 
enforcement watch-lists. Even the “untouchables” like Musk, 
Tesla, Google, Facebook, et al, now have nut-crunching law-suits 
filed against them, with more coming. There is no place to hide! 
You tried to kill us and we killed you back you criminal scum-
bags!”
The following Parties participated in the scam, thought they were “untouchable” and found out that the 
arm of the law is very long, the hatred of the public for corruption is profound and that hundreds of 
public service groups have identified, tracked and assisted in their termination. This is the current list of
the primary political mobster-scammers in this corruption who are all connected by financial, email and
forensic FBI, SEC, FTC and CIA-class evidence. It is well known that every significant hacking and 
surveillance tool from the CIA, NSA, Fire-Eye and the FSB has been leaked on to the internet. Every 
teenage hacker is now exposing the last 20 years of these crooks crimes.They are all under deep 
investiagtion, surveillance and targeted for 100% legal termination using all the info found freely on 
the web and whistle-blower tips:

The Bosses
• Google/Alphabet/YouTube – Forced into breakup as Alphabet; Charged with 

manipulation by multiple nations and national organizations; charged with crimes; 
charged with privacy harvesting frauds against the public; raided for tax fraud; loss of 
public trust; charged with campaign rigging by TV shows, presidential candidates, federal
investigators and news media; under investigation for stock market pumping;

• Steven Chu – Secretary of Energy (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for 
corruption, publicly shamed by news media and Congress. Under ongoing investigation 
and surveillance)



• Lachlan Seward – Manager to Steven Chu (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for 
corruption. publicly shamed by news media and Congress. Under ongoing investigation 
and surveillance))

• Rahm Emanual – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign and his 
Chicago finance head was indicted for Corruption)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance)

• Robert Gibbs – White House press secretary (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under 
ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 
evasion, and more…)

• David Axelrod – White House strategist (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under 
ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 
evasion, and more…)

• Barack Obama – White House leader (Under investigation. Universally disdained in the 
press. shunned by his own party)

• Larry Summers – White House finance head (Fired)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Bill Daley – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance))

• Steve Rattner- White House Car Deals Director working in the West Wing and then with 
In-Q-Tel (Fired- Indicted in NY State for SEC Fraud/Corruption)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance))

• Eric Holder – Attorney General- DOJ. Eric Holder was nominated and appointed by the 
very individuals who ran the scam, created the marching orders, got the insider cash and 
ordered the hit jobs on their competitors. He ran the cover-up and halted any 
investigations into the crimes in order to protect his corrupt backers and business 
partners. He has been financially connected to every person, group and business who is 
charged with organizing and operating the scam.  (Forced to resign) (Charged with staff &
VC Protections and blockade of FBI and Special Prosecutor deployments in order to run 
the cover-up)(Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Larry Page – Owner- Google (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Eric Schmidt – Owner- Google (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more, a national coalition is actively 
exposing his sexual perversions, sex penthouses, etc…)

• John Doerr – Owner – Kleiner Perkins. “Godfather” – Silicon Valley Cartel (Under 
ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 
evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are 
under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Steve Westly – Campaign Bundler (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance))
(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal 



assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for 
extinction)

• Richard Blum – Senator Feinsteins Husband (He is now under investigation. Has had 
contracts interdicted by Congressional action)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; 
tax evasion, and more…)

• Ray Lane – VC (Charged with Federal Tax Fraud)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Elon Musk – CEO – Tesla (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance) & in multiple 
lawsuits for fraud)( Now uncovered as largest individual recipient of government payola 
in history)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his
personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted 
for extinction)

• Andy Bechtolsheim – VC- Insider campaign backer (He is now under investigation)
(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Vinod Khosla – VC Campaign backer (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)( in 
multiple lawsuits)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…
Exposed in 60 Minutes and CNN news coverage)

• Martin LaGod – VC Campaign backer from Firelake (Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance)(assets, investments and stock portfolio tracked and targeted)( All of his 
personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted 
for extinction)

• Ira Ehrenpreis – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, 
investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Eric Strickland – Head of Auto Safety agency (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is 
now under investigation. Charged with cover-up of Tesla and GM auto dangers he had 
known about)

• Tom Perkins – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation, slammed by public 
and media)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• In-Q-Tel, Inc. – CIA off-shoot associated with Eric Schmidt, Google, Elon Musk and the 
Cartel leaders. Ran “hit-jobs” on Silicon Valley VC adversaries and reporters (Sued, 
under investigation, exposed in multiple documentaries, under investigation for Cocaine 
trafficking)

• Tim Draper – VC Campaign backer (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance))
(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal 
assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for 
extinction)

• Lloyd Craig Blankfein – Head of Goldman Sachs and liaison in almost every single 
CleanTech company scam (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, 
investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)



• Raj Gupta – McKinsey Fixer (Indicted, Jailed)(he is now under investigation)
• Jacque Littlefield - Ran a private army out of Woodside, California (Dead)
• Roger Boas – Ran San Francisco Child sex ring brothels with crooked San Francisco Cop 

and embezzled money from San Francisco City Hall
• Brian Goncher – Deloitte VC intermediary (Under ongoing investigation and 

surveillance)) (accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• John Molinari – Old school San Francisco North Beach Mobster. Ran for Mayor. Lied 

about district. Daughter removed from him due to abuse.
• Goldman Sachs – Financial packager (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals 

for personal gain & insider payouts)(Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)
• Kleiner Perkins – Campaign funding VC who (Received massive windfalls from Russian 

mining & tech start-up rigging. Sued. Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)
(Offices broken into by federal investigators) All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Draper Fisher – VC firm (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from Russian 
mining & tech start-up rigging)(Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Mckinsey Consulting – Government services contractor (Supplied DOE manipulation 
staff, manipulated white-papers to Congress and lobbying manipulation for the scam)
(Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• John Denniston – Kleiner Perkins stock market manipulation boss
• Dianne Feinstein – Senator (He is now under investigation) Wife of Silicon Valley Cartel 

Member Richard Blum(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and 
more…) (Underongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Harry Reid – Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (Accused of political bribery and
kickbacks; tax evasion, and more, ran scams with Elon Musk…Forced out of Congress in 
shame) (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Senator Calderone – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)
• Leland Yee – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)
• Arnold Schwarzenegger – Governor (Accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 

evasion, illicit deal organization with Russians and more…)
• Lois Lerner – IRS head charged with running political hit-jobs (Sent packing/fired/forced 

to resign)(She is now under investigation. Shamed in news media)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance)

• James Brown Jr – Obama Programming lead in California (Arrested for corruption)
• Daniel Cohen – DOE Legal counsel (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under ongoing 

investigation and surveillance)
• Perkins Coi – Law firm who sold lobby manipulation services (Under federal 

investigation)
• Jonathan Silver – DOE VC (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)((Under ongoing 

investigation and surveillance)( Shamed in media for epic failures)
• Bill Lockyer – Calif State finance head ((Under ongoing investigation and surveillance) 

and charged with corruption by media. Assets and ownerships under investigation)



• Steve Jurvetson – VC who manipulated Senate staff for Tesla cash ((Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance) All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Matt Rogers – Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu (Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance)(All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Steve Spinner and Alison Spinner- Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu 
with secret connection inside Solyndra (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance) All 
assets being tracked and terminated.) 

Their Assassin Operatives
• Gawker Media (Jezebel, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Gawker) – Sued; Bankrupt; under 

investigation for tax fraud and campaign finance disclosure evasion
• Jay Carney – White House press lead (Forced to resign) (Under ongoing investigation and

surveillance)
• David Plouffe – White House money packager. Arranged deals between VC campaign 

Donors (Forced to Resign. Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)
• John Cook – Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassination expert
• Nicholas Guido Denton – Defamation-for hire boss of tabloid empire also charged with 

abuse of young boys
• John Herrman - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin
• Adrian Covert - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin
• Patrick George - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin
• Gabrielle Darbyshire - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin
• Investigations have also revealed that the White House and California Senators hired the 

character assassination and defamation attack services: Cardinal & Pine; Pacronym, 
Acronym;  The Americano; Investing in US; Shadow Inc; Courier Newsroom; IN-Q-Tel; 
Gawker Media; Jalopnik; Gizmodo Media; K2 Intelligence; WikiStrat; Podesta Group; 
Fusion GPS; Google; YouTube; Alphabet; Facebook; Twitter; Think Progress; Media 
Matters); Black Cube; Correct The Record; Orbis Business Intelligence, Undercover 
Global Ltd; Stratfor; Jigsaw; ShareBlue/Acronym; Versa LLC; American Ledger; 
Supermajority News; New Venture Fund; Sixteen Thirty Fund; Cambridge Analytica; Sid
Blumenthal; States Newsroom; Hopewell Fund;  Open Society.; David Brock; AmpliFire 
News; American Bridge; Plouffe Consulting; Pantsuit Nation; MotiveAI; American Bridge
21st Century Foundation; Priorities USA; PR Firm Sunshine Sachs; The American 
Independent Foundation; Covington and Burling; Buzzfeed; The American Independent; 
Perkins Coie; Secondary Infektion; Wilson Sonsini and thousands more to run hit-jobs, 
character assassinations, dirty tricks and economic reprisal attacks on any applicants who 
reported the crimes. Each of those companies are now under federal and civil 
investigation. Most of these businesses offer the service of manipulating elections and news
coverage in order to steer stock market profits into the pockets of billionaire clients at the 

https://americanindependent.com/
http://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6827525-States-Newsroom-Articles-of-Incorporation.html
https://mronline.org/2020/02/07/acronym-group-that-sabotaged-iowa-caucus-birthed-by-billionaire-who-funded-alabama-disinformation-campaign/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&impression_search_field=has_impressions_lifetime&view_all_page_id=106560464175077&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_grouped
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&impression_search_field=has_impressions_lifetime&view_all_page_id=106487520883333&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_grouped


expense of the taxpayer and Democracy. They hide their transactions via money-
laundering. All of these services, when focused on individual citizens, are lethal. 

• A.J. Delaurio, as well as through its pseudonymous authors, including: Adam Dachis, 
Adam Weinstein, Adrien Chen, Alan Henry, Albert Burneko, Alex Balk, Alexander 
Pareene, Alexandra Philippides, Allison Wentz, Andrew Collins, Andrew Magary, Andrew 
Orin, Angelica Alzona, Anna Merlan, Ariana Cohen, Ashley Feinberg, Ava Gyurina, Barry
Petchesky, Brendan I. Koerner, Brendan O’Connor, Brent Rose, Brian Hickey, Camila 
Cabrer, Choire Sicha, Chris Mohney, Clover Hope, Daniel Morgan, David Matthews, 
Diana Moskovitz, Eleanor Shechet, Elizabeth Spiers, Elizabeth Starkey, Emily Gould, 
Emily Herzig, Emma Carmichael, Erin Ryan, Ethan Sommer, Eyal Ebel, Gabrielle, 
Bluestone, Gabrielle Darbyshire, Georgina K. Faircloth, Gregory Howard, Hamilton, 
Nolan, Hannah Keyser, Hudson Hongo. Heather Deitrich, Hugo Schwyzer, Hunter Slaton, 
Ian Fette, Irin Carmon, James J. Cooke, James King, Jennifer Ouellette, Jesse Oxfeld, 
Jessica Cohen, Jesus Diaz, Jillian Schulz, Joanna Rothkopf, Jordan Sargent, Joseph 
Keenan Trotter, Josh Stein, Julia Allison, Julianne E. Shepherd, Justin Hyde, Kate Dries, 
Katharine Trendacosta, Katherine Drummond, Kelly Stout, Kerrie Uthoff, Kevin Draper, 
Lacey Donohue, Lucy Haller, Luke Malone, Madeleine Davies, Madeline Davis, Mario 
Aguilar, Matt Hardigree, Matt Novak, Michael Ballaban, Michael Dobbs, Michael 
Spinelli, Neal Ungerleider, Nicholas Aster, Omar Kardoudi, Pierre Omidyar, Owen 
Thomas, Patrick George, Patrick Laffoon, Patrick Redford, Rich Juzwiak, Richard 
Blakely, Richard Rushfield, Robert Finger, Robert Sorokanich, Rory Waltzer, Rosa 
Golijan, Ryan Brown, Ryan Goldberg, Sam Faulkner Bidle, Sam Woolley, Samar Kalaf, 
Sarah Ramey, Shannon Marie Donnelly, Shep McAllister, Sophie Kleeman, Stephen 
Totilo, Tamar Winberg, Taryn Schweitzer, TaylorMcKnight, Thorin Klosowski, Tim 
Marchman, Timothy Burke, Tobey Grumet Segal, Tom Ley, Tom Scocca, Veronica de 
Souza, Wes Siler, William Haisley, William Turton and others writing under pseudonyms

•

Please report your complaints about Tesla, Google, Match.com, OK Cupid, Netflix, Facebook, Kleiner 
Perkins, Sony Pictures (and the other tech cartel members) for the active investigations and federal 
lawsuits now in progress. By filing a complaint and telling your story, you can help identify trends and 
patterns of questionable business practices that will contribute to law enforcement and consumer 
protection efforts. You can be certain that these particular cases will get driven hard and pushed before 
Congress. The more reports we can get filed on these bad guys, the bigger the cases we can get 
processed. File your complaint at http://www.ftc.gov/complaint

http://www.ftc.gov/complaint
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